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DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR GENERATING'
OBLIQUE ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTIONS
AND CONTOUR PLOTS
By Gary L. Giles
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
User and programer documentation is presented for two programs for automatic
plotting of digital data. One of the programs generates oblique orthographic projections
of three-dimensional numerical models and the other program generates contour plots of
data distributed in an arbitrary planar region. The user documentation gives a general
description of the computational algorithms, user instructions, and complete, listings of
the programs. Several plots are included to illustrate various program options, and a
single example is described in detail to facilitate learning the use of the programs.
INTRODUCTION
Studies based on mathematical models of structural configurations using a digital
computer yield large amounts of output data which must be comprehensively analyzed.
Graphical presentation of this data is often needed for effective evaluation by an analyst.
The present paper contains a description of computational algorithms as well as user and
programer documentation for two computer programs which generate graphical displays
of data. These programs generate (1) oblique orthographic projections of three-
dimensional models and (2) contour plots of data distributed in an arbitrary planar region.
The programs were developed initially for the graphical presentation of cumbersome out-
put data resulting from structural analyses by finite-element methods. However, the
programs have been extended for display of a general class of data. Several plots are
included in this paper to illustrate various program options, and a single example is
described in detail to facilitate learning the use of the programs.
SYMBOLS
A,Ai,Aj,Ajj areas of triangles shown in figures 7 and 11
A^Aj^A^ transformation matrices for rotation about Y-, X-, and Z-axis,
respectively (see eqs. (2) to (4))
a,b,c length of sides of triangles shown in figure 11
h radius of circle inscribed in triangle
Lj,Lj,Lk triangular area coordinates defined in equation (8)
Zj distance between a particular grid point and centroid of ith surrounding
element
M number of grid points contained by a finite element
N number of elements which connect at a particular grid point (eq. (7))
s perimeter of a triangle
w control variable represented by contour plots
wc constant value of a desired contour line
X,Y,Z coordinate system fixed in model
XO,YO,ZO coordinate system containing viewing planes
x,y,z coordinates of a point in X,Y,Z coordinate system
x,y,z coordinates of element centroid
xO'vo'zo coordinates of a point in XQ,YO,ZO coordinate system
xp,yp,z» coordinates of generic point p
@i weighting function to interpolate data values from ith element centroid to a
particular grid point
8 Euler angle rotation about Y-axis, performed second
<p Euler angle rotation about X-axis, performed third
if/ Euler angle rotation about Z-axis, performed first
GENERAL PROGRAM FEATURES
Programs to generate graphical displays of large amounts of output data are an
important aspect of any analysis system. Many of the programs which have been devel-
oped for this purpose are reviewed in references 1 and 2. The two programs which are
described in detail in this paper are distinguished by provision for generality and ease of
use, as well as numerous display options, computational speed, and efficient use of core
storage. These programs were developed initially for the graphical presentation of
cumbersome output data resulting from structural analyses by finite-element methods.
However, the programs have been extended for display of a general class of data. A
general discussion of the programs is given in reference 3 and their incorporation into a
computer-aided design system is discussed in reference 4.
In structural analysis, finite-element or finite-difference methods are capable of
providing displacements, stresses, and vibration or buckling mode shapes at many dis-
crete points on a structural model. Manual reduction of the data is a time-consuming
task which sometimes necessitates reducing only that data associated with particular
regions of the overall model considered to be critical. Errors in the analyst's judgment
can prevent the detection of other critical regions. Graphical display of analytical infor-
mation by oblique orthographic projections and contour plots over large portions of the
model, on the other hand, allow the analyst to assimilate accurately and evaluate the data
with a consequent reduction in time and manpower cost. For computer-aided design
programs as described in references 4 and 5, verification of data between steps in the
design process is often needed. Visual display of oblique orthographic projections or
contour plots by means of a cathode-ray tube (CRT) allows timely assessment of design
information needed to make intelligent changes in the design variables during program
execution.
Oblique orthographic projections are useful in checking input data describing a
numerical model. The topology of a finite-element model for structural analysis is
described in a user-prepared input deck which includes a set of cards containing grid
point identification numbers and corresponding spatial coordinates (x,y,z) and a set of
cards containing grid point connections for rod, beam, and plate elements. The program
described herein includes options for plots of numerical models annotated with grid point
or element numbers. One option of the program allows boundaries of an isolated portion
of the model to be specified by cutting planes, and detailed inspection can be made of that
selected region. Also, exploded views can be generated which separate the elements in
a model to provide clarity in detecting the absence or presence of model elements.
Structural deformations calculated from a particular analysis can be superimposed on
the grid point coordinates of the undeformed structure. These displacements can also be
represented as vectors extending from the grid points. The program accommodates
lineal elements with two grid points and triangular or quadrilateral plate elements with
three or four grid points.
Another method of displaying output data is in the form of a contour plot. A com-
puter program is described herein that generates contour plots of data relative to a
planar mathematical reference surface which can have irregular boundaries or internal
cutouts. The program input data require a set of grid points and connecting triangular
and/or quadrilateral elements defining a planar region as well as the data to be repre-
sented by contour lines which can be specified at either the grid points or centroids of
the connecting elements. The contour lines are labeled to provide quantitative informa-
tion in a graphical form. For the most general case, the grid points and finite elements
of a model are located by three-dimensional coordinates. As developed for the plotting
routine herein, the reference surface is merely a planar projection of the three-
dimensional surface. This arrangement is adequate for nearly flat surfaces; however,
the presentation of contour plots on the two-dimensional projection of a three-dimensional
surface having a large curvature may be difficult to interpret. In this case, a two-
dimensional planar surface must be developed from the three-dimensional surface by the
user outside the program.
The input decks for the two programs are similar and thus allow for the programs
to be used as a set. Both programs contain options for selecting various plotting equip-
ment including CalComp, Varian, and CRT displays. Finally, this paper includes com-
plete listings of the programs which contain comment cards to aid the user.
OBLIQUE ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTIONS
Specification of View
A three-dimensional analytical model consists of a user-prepared set of grid points
with given spatial coordinates (x,y,z) and a set of elements (e.g., rod, beam, triangular or
quadrilateral elements) connected at the grid points. An example of an oblique ortho-
graphic projection of a finite-element structural model of an airplane is shown in fig-
ure 1. This model was used in preliminary design studies focused on the wing structure.
The fuselage is represented by a structural model having a simplified rectangular geo-
metric cross section to reduce model complexity, but the model does provide proper
overall stiffness and mass distributions to represent symmetric behavior of the entire
airplane. Oblique orthotropic projections allow a model to be viewed in any selected
orientation. Euler angle transformations are used to specify orientation of the model to
be projected. This transformation resolves the coordinate system of the model to a
principal plane (i.e., viewing plane) on which the display is to be plotted. The model
coordinate system is coincident with the coordinate system containing the viewing plane
when all the rotation angles are zero.
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Various approaches can be taken in formulating the Euler angle transformations.
Herein, the viewing planes are fixed in space and the model rotated about its body axes.
In this approach the principal plane is the plane normal to the user's line of vision. The
model can then be rotated in space until the Euler angles giving the desired view are
determined. The rotations (0,0,i//) of the body about the model axes (X,Y,Z) for this
approach are shown in figure 2. The order of the Euler angle rotations is taken as 4>,
6, and 0 in the program and transform coordinates of a point on the model (x,y,z) to
viewing plane coordinates (x0,yo,zo) as
(1)
where
cos if/ -sin \f/ 0




cos 9 0 sin B
0 1 0




0 cos 0 -sin
0 sin 0 cos
(4)
These transformations are equivalent to those used in reference 6. The option to specify
which of the principal planes is to be used as the viewing plane determines which two rows
of equation (1) are used. The model can be projected on either the X -Y , X -Z , or
Y -Z planes and is shown projected on the XQ-Z plane in figure 2.
In addition to plots of the undeformed structure, oblique orthographic projections
can be used to display the deformed structure by adding given displacements to the coor-
dinates of the grid points before transformation and subsequent plotting of elements. An
option is also available to plot the undeformed model and represent displacements by
vectors extending from the grid points in the undeformed structure to the location of the
grid points in the deformed structure.
Exploded Plots
Oblique orthographic projections may be used to check the topology of an analytical
model. Grid points with erroneous coordinates are easily detected. Often, however,
absence or presence of elements in the model cannot be determined from a conventional
oblique orthographic projection. For example, a line element coincident with an edge of
a triangular or quadrilateral element could not be detected. To show clearly each ele-
ment, an algorithm for generating exploded oblique orthographic projections was devel-
oped. Such a plot is shown in figure 3 for a selected portion of the model shown in
figure 1.
The algorithm for generating exploded oblique orthographic projections follows:
For each element in the model -
(a) Calculate the centroid of the element by using
,M M M
y = i^—, and z = ^ — (5)
M M
where M is the number of grid points contained by a finite element
(b) Multiply coordinates of the element by a reduction factor to give the location of
the reduced element centroid and vertices
(c) Translate the reduced element until its centroid matches the location of the
centroid of the element before reduction.
Although this procedure provides exploded plots, the resulting sides of reduced tri-
angular elements generally are not equidistant from the sides of the original element.
To correct this behavior, the incenter (center of a circle inscribed in a triangle) is used
for the reference point of the triangles during translation. The equations for the incenter
of a general triangle are given in appendix A.
Sectioning or Cutting Planes
It is often desirable when checking input for a model to be able to isolate a portion
of the model for detailed examination. The program for generating oblique orthographic
projections described herein contains the option to specify sectioning or cutting planes to
isolate such a portion. For example, in the case of a finite-element model of an aircraft
structure, a particular fuselage frame could be generated by placing cutting planes imme-
diately in front of and behind the frame. Annotation of grid point and element numbers
show clearly on such a plot but might be obscured on a plot of the entire model. This
sectioning option was used to select the structural members of a fuselage frame-wing
spar cross section shown in figure 4 from the complete model shown in figure 1.
CONTOUR PLOTS
General Description
A contour plot is a graphic representation of a scalar variable as function of two
independent variables, w = f(x,y). Here w is a quantity such as deformation, pressure,
or stress which is distributed over some specified area of the X-Y plane. The set of
values of w are herein referred to as control variables and have been measured or cal-
culated at given locations called control points on a reference or datum surface. The
locus of lines of constant values of w (contour lines) over the reference surface can be
determined from the given values of w at the discrete control points. This section
describes a method for generating contour plots which is particularly adaptable for dis-
playing the results of a structural analysis by finite-element techniques. The data to be
represented by contour plots can be referenced to either the grid points or to the element
centroids. These alternatives are particularly convenient since finite-element analyses
generally evaluate displacements at grid points and stresses at the element centroids. A
contour plot of a selected vibration mode shape for the model presented in figure 1 is
shown in figure 5(a). Oblique orthotropic projections of the same mode shape are also
included in figures 5(b) and 5(c).
Definition of Contour Surface
The data to be represented by contour lines can be visualized as a set of points
located perpendicular to and at a distance equal to the magnitude of the data value from
each control point. A surface which passes through this set of data points will be
referred to as a contour surface as shown in figures 5(b) and 5(c). Contour lines (lines
connecting constant values of w) are projections onto the datum surface of intersections
of regularly spaced planes, parallel to the datum surface, with the contour surface. The
regular spacing of the planes, hence contour interval, occurs in units of 10 in figure 5(a).
The primary difference between various contour plotting programs is the method
of representing the contour surface. Options for this representation include least-
squares fitting of the data with polynomial surfaces and surface splines (ref. 7). Such
representations result in smooth contour lines, however, considerable computational
time is often required for the surface fitting, and difficulties are sometimes encountered
with irregular boundaries or cutouts. Herein, the contour surface is idealized as a
series of triangular planes with their vertices connected at points where the control vari-
ables are located. The control variables may be located at either the grid points or ele-
ment centroids of the model. A computationally efficient algorithm which uses linear
interpolation is used to determine the location of contour lines on each of the triangular
planes.
Prior to generating contour lines, a triangular mesh must be generated over the
datum surface and the magnitude of the control variable at each of the vertices in the
mesh determined. The triangular and/or quadrilateral elements in the model are used
to triangulate the datum surface. When control variables are given at the grid points, the
quadrilateral elements are divided into two triangles. Such a triangular mesh is shown
in figure 6(a).
Control variables located at the centroid of the elements, on the other hand, require
a different method of triangulating the datum surface since the control points (element
centroids) do not coincide with the grid points. For this case, a triangular mesh with
control points at both the centroid of the two-dimensional elements and the grid points of
the structure is generated. The centroid of each element can be readily calculated from
the data describing its corner points. Since the control variables are given only at the
centroidal control points, a suitable method is required to interpolate this data to each of
the grid control points. The following steps describe the method of interpolation used in
this algorithm and is illustrated in figure 6(b):
(a) Determine the elements that are connected to a particular grid point G (five ele-
ments are connected to the grid point G in fig. 6(b))
(b) For each element connected to the grid point, calculate the centroid which is the
location of the given control values
(c) Calculate a weighted value of the contour value at the grid point WQ based on
the contour values at the surrounding element centroids as follows:
N
wi/3i • (6)
where w^ is the given data value at the centroid of the ith element, & is a
weighting function for that value, and N is the total number of elements con-
nected to grid point G (N = 5 in fig. 6(b)). The weighting function selected




where l^ is the distance between the grid point G and the centroid of the
ith element surrounding the grid point. (See fig. 6(b).)
Constructing Contour Lines
The construction of contour lines which are projections onto the datum surface of
the intersections of planes parallel to the datum surface and the contour surface is
described in this section. For convenience of discussion, the datum plane will be
assumed to lie in the X-Y plane although it could lie in another plane defined by two
independent variables. The contour lines are generated by considering one triangular
element of the contour surface mesh at a time. Area coordinates of a triangular plane,
as described in reference 8, are used to give simple expressions for the location of a
point on such a plane.
The area coordinates LJ, LJ, and Lk of a point p on the triangle shown in fig-
ure 7 are given by
(8)
and
+ Lj + Lk = (9)
The coordinates of a generic point p on the triangular plane (one facet of the contour
surface) with vertices (xi>yi>wA (xi>yj>wi)> and (xk'yk'wk) can be exPressed as
xp - ^Xi + Ljxj + Lkxk
yp = L^ + LjYj + Lkyk (11)
wp = LiWi + LjW;j + Lkwk (12)
where x and y are measured in the reference surface and w is the magnitude of the
control value measured perpendicular to the reference surface.
For a contour line, w is equal to wc where wc is the constant value of a
desired contour line. Procedures contained in the computer program require that the
data be scaled so that the contour lines have positive or negative integer values. The
number of contour lines, if any, and their associated magnitudes that are contained in a
particular triangular plane are determined from the minimum and maximum values at
the vertices and the prescribed contour interval. For those triangles which contain con-
tour lines, the intersection of a particular contour line wc with an edge of the triangular
plane can be determined through the use of equation (12) and the definition of area coordi-
nates given in equations (8). For example, along the edge i-j, L, is equal to zero and
LJ equals 1 - 1^ from equation (9). Solving equation (12) for LJ along the edge i-j
yields
w - w,
1^ = — i (13)
^
 wi - wj
Similarly along the edge j-k,




 w°. w (14)
Along the edge k-i,





Two of the intersections given by equations (13) to (15) of the contour line and tri-
angle edges will be between the vertices of the triangle and the third will be outside the
triangle. The point outside the triangle is indicated by values of area coordinates which
are less than zero or greater than unity and this point is disregarded. The x-y coordi-
nates at the intersection of the contour line and an edge are solved from equations (10)
and (11); for example, the Cartesian coordinates at an intersection along the edge i-j
are given as
x = xi + (xj - x^Lj (16)
y = YI + (yj - Yi)Lj (17)
The end points (x-y coordinates at intersections) of each contour line within the triangular
facet are then connected by straight lines. This procedure is repeated for each triangular
facet over the contour surface. Segments of the contour lines on adjacent elements meet
at the common element sides and result in all contour lines being connected properly
over the entire surface.
The plot is completed by drawing the boundary of the surface and labeling the mag-
nitude of the contour lines. Surfaces with irregular boundaries or cutouts are allowed.
The boundary lines are determined by summing the corner angles of each triangular facet
connected to a common grid point. If the total angle is less than 360° (point not completely
surrounded by elements), the point is obviously on a boundary. All elements in the datum
plane are then tested and adjacent vertices which are boundary points are connected to
form the complete boundary. Each contour line which intersects the boundary is labeled
with its corresponding magnitude. An option is also available to label the contour plot at
specified locations within the boundary of the contour plot. This option is necessary to
allow labeling of contour lines which do not intersect the boundary of the datum surface.
DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Computer Hardware and System Requirements
The plotting programs described herein are written in FORTRAN IV for the CDC
6000 series computers. The programs are operational on the CDC SCOPE 3.2 system
(NASA Langley Research Center version) and make use of subroutines from its graphic
output system. This system includes CalComp, Varian, and CRT capabilities. These
programs have been utilized on all the above equipment. These programs may not be
operational directly on other computer systems without some modification. Therefore,
a description of the graphics subroutines that are used is given on comment cards in the
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subroutine called DOCMNT. This information is adequate for conversion to another
graphics system.
Storage Allocation
Dynamic storage allocation is used in both programs for efficient accommodation of
models of varying complexity. All large arrays used by the programs are stacked in
blank COMMON designated in the MAIN program as ZZZ. The starting location of each
array is calculated in the MAIN programs and the total blank COMMON requirement is
printed out. The amount of blank COMMON is determined in general by the number of
grid points, number of elements, and number of displacements considered at the grid
points. The total required field length is the address of the first location in blank
COMMON plus the blank COMMON length requirement.
Since the field length is problem dependent, the user must estimate the required
field length for any new problem. An approximate formula (in decimal) for the field
length required for the oblique-orthographic-projection program is
FL1Q = 18 000 + (4 + NUDISP + NVDISP + NWDISP)NNDEST
where NNDEST is equal to the number of grid points and NUDISP, NVDISP, and NWDE3P
are the indicators for displacements in the x-, y-, and z-direction, respectively (must be 0
or 1). The field length for this program is independent of the number of elements which
are stored on an auxiliary storage unit. A corresponding formula for the contour-plot
program is
FL10 = 17 000 + 5(NNDEST) + 6(NELEST)
where NNDEST is equal to the number of grid points and NELEST is the number of ele-
ments. For operation of either of the programs on the CRT display at Langley Research
Center an additional storage allocation of 3500 decimal words is required.
Programs and Subroutines
The two programs for oblique orthographic projections and contour plots are sep-
arate but intended to be used as companion programs. The input decks are designed to
be similar, and many of the variables controlling options in the programs have identical
names and purposes.
Complete listings of the programs are given in appendixes B and C as well as
information on flow logic for the programs. Comment cards are incorporated in the
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computer programs to give the purpose of each subroutine and to indicate the operations
that are performed.
COMPUTER PROGRAM USE
General Setup of Input Deck
In general the input data decks for both the oblique-orthographic-projection pro-
gram and the contour-plotting program consist of six separate groups of data as shown
schematically in figure 8. These groups are as follows:
(1) A single card containing any desired title information
(2) NAME LIST OPTION containing values to allocate storage in blank
COMMON and control values specifying various program options
(3) a geometry deck containing the specification of grid points and con-
necting elements in the model
(4) an optional single card used to identify the deck of data to be
plotted
(5) the deck of data to be plotted
(6) NAME LIST PICT containing values to specify the type of plot
desired and what information is to be included on the plots.
Selected groups of this basic input deck can be repeated to make different plots of the
same data or to input additional groups of data to be plotted during a single run. Details
of the data contained in the input decks for both programs are described in the two sub-
sequent sections of this report.
Options are provided to input geometry data and data to be plotted in several dif-
ferent forms by selection of appropriate input subroutines. Generality is provided in
subroutines GEOM1 and DATA1 by user specification of the format by which the data is
to be read directly in the input deck. A specialized subroutine GEOM2 provides for
direct input of bulk data decks for the NASTRAN (ref. 9) program. The plotting programs
herein handle only one- or two-dimensional elements (no solid elements) containing up to
four grid points. In addition, only a single coordinate system can be used and therefore
models defined using alternate coordinate systems must be transformed to the basic
coordinate system of the model before plotting. Grid point numbers and element numbers
need not be sequential since they are reordered internally in the programs. Data to be
plotted can be read from magnetic tape by using subroutine DATA5. In addition, dummy
subroutines GEOM9 and DATA9 are included for user-prepared routines which read
geometry (grid points and connecting elements) information and data to be plotted.
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Input for Oblique Orthographic Projections
The input data deck is illustrated in the sequence shown schematically in figure 8.
The data must be constructed in the order shown in figure 8 and is described in detail
in this section. For clarity, no zeros appear in variable names described in this section.
Title card.- This single card contains any desired alphanumeric information in
columns 1 to 80. The title will appear at the beginning of the plots.
NAMELIST OPTION.- This NAMELIST contains values to allocate storage in blank



















Estimated number of grid points, must be equal to or
greater than the actual number of grid points
0 no displacement data in x-direction
1 data including displacements in x-direction
0 no displacement data in y-direction
1 data including displacements in y-direction
0 no displacement data in z-direction
1 data including displacements in z-direction
Specifies the subroutine and corresponding method of
input for model geometry
1 subroutine GEOM1 to read in grid points and elements
from cards with user-specified/format
2 subroutine GEOM2 to read in NASTRAN bulk data deck
with data in column widths of 8
9 subroutine GEOM9, a user-supplied subroutine
Specifies the subroutine and corresponding method of
input for displacement data
1 subroutine DATA1 to read in displacement data from
cards with user-specified format
5 subroutine DATA5 to read in displacement data from
TAPE 20
9 subroutine DATA9, a user-supplied subroutine
Used if KDATA = 5; specifies the number of grid points
at which displacement data is to be read from TAPE20
(must be less than or equal to NNDEST)
Grid point numbers are stored in the program from 1 to
the total number of grid points
FORTRAN Default Description
name value fe-
IRESEQ 1 0 no internal resequencing of grid points necessary;
they are already ordered in ascending order starting
with 1
1 resequence grid points in the same order as they are
input
KPLOT 1 Specifies the type of output device to be used
1 CalComp
2 CalComp with plotting speed reduced for Leroy pens
3 VARIAN
4 cathode-ray-tube (CRT) console (set up for CDC 250
scopes at Langley Research Center)
XSPACE 10.0 Space between plots in x-direction, in inches
PSIZE 25.0 Paper size in y-direction, in inches (used in scaling of
plots to insure this dimension is not exceeded)
IDCASE 0 0 no identification card preceding decks of displacement
values
1 identification card preceding decks of displacement
values
Geometry input data deck.- This portion of the input deck contains the geometry
definition of grid points and connecting elements. The deck has one of the following
forms, depending on the value of KGEOM specified in NAMELIST OPTION.
KGEOM = 1
(a) A single card containing the word FORMAT in columns 1 to 6 and a variable
format corresponding to the format of the grid point cards with the left paren-
thesis starting in column 11 and up to column 80 may.be used.
(b) Deck of grid point cards. Each card contains 4 values: grid point number
(integer), x-coordinate (real), y-coordinate (real), and z-coordinate (real).
The format is specified in (a) above.
(c) A single card containing the word ENDGRID in columns 1 to 7.
(d) A single card containing the word FORMAT in columns 1 to 6 and a variable for-
mat corresponding to the format of the element cards with left parenthesis start-
ing in column 11 and up to column 80 may be used.
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(e) Deck of element cards. Each card contains 5 integer fields which are the ele-
ment number and grid point numbers at the vertices of the elements. For tri-
angular elements the last integer field must be blank or zero. For rod or beam
elements the last two integer fields must be blank or zero. The format is
specified in (d) on the preceding page.
(f) A single card containing the word ENDGEOM in columns 1 to 7.
KGEOM = 2
(a) A single card containing the word LINEEL in columns 1 to 6 and up to 9
NASTRAN lineal element connection names, which are adjusted to the left in
field widths of 8, starting in column 9 (cols. 9 to 16, 17 to 24, . . ., 73 to 80).
This card can be omitted if lineal elements are not used for the plot.
(b) A single card containing the word TRIAEL in columns 1 to 6 and up to 9
NASTRAN triangular element connection names, which are adjusted to the left
in field widths of 8, starting in column 9 (cols. 9 to 16, 17 to 24, . . ., 73 to 80).
This card can be omitted if triangular elements are not used for the plot.
(c) A single card containing the word QUADEL in columns 1 to 6 and up to 9
NASTRAN quadrilateral connection names, which are adjusted to the left in field
widths of 8, starting in column 9 (cols. 9 to 16, 17 to 24, . . ., 73 to 80). This
card can be omitted if quadrilateral elements are not used for the plot.
(d) A NASTRAN bulk data deck. Only the GRID cards and the element connection
cards with names matching those given on the LINEEL, TRIAEL, and QUADEL
cards will be used for the plot. All other cards in the NASTRAN bulk data deck
will be ignored.
(e) A single card containing the word ENDGEOM in columns 1 to 7.
KGEOM = 9
Calls subroutine GEOM9 which is prepared by the user to read geometry data.
Case identification card.- This single card is omitted if IDCASE = 0 is specified
in NAME LIST OPTION. If present, this card contains any desired alphanumeric informa-
tion in columns 1 to 80. The identification will appear on all plots of the case.
Deck of data to be plotted.- This deck contains displacement sets at grid points for
the oblique-orthographic-projection program. A displacement set for each grid point is
defined to contain from 2 to 4 values (i.e., a grid point number and displacements corre-
sponding to NUDISP, NVDISP, or NWDISP equal to 1). The deck has one of the following
forms, depending on the value of KDATA specified in NAME LIST OPTION.
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KDATA =1
(a) A single card containing the word FORMAT in columns 1 to 6 and a variable
format for the data cards with the left parenthesis starting in column 11 and up
to column 80 may be used. If displacements are included for more than one
grid point per card, the number of grid points per card must be entered as an
integer in column 8.
(b) Deck of displacement sets. There can be multiple displacement sets per card
or the set can extend to more than one card (often the case with NASTRAN
punched output) which can be handled with a format for reading multiple cards.
(c) Blank card or cards to end the data deck. The number of blank cards must cor-
respond to the number of cards read at one time by the specified variable format.
KDATA =5
Reads NVALUS (from NAMELIST OPTION) displacement sets from TAPE20. Each
displacement set must have been written on TAPE20 as an unformatted record.
KDATA = 9
Calls subroutine DATA9 which is prepared by the user to read displacement data.
NAMELIST PICT.- This NAMELIST contains values to specify the type of plot






Integer designating the horizontal axis of the






2 Integer designating the vertical axis of the view-
ing plane where 1 = Xo, 2 = Yo, and 3 = Zo
0.0 Angular rotation of model about its X-axis in
degrees (must be performed third)
0.0 Angular rotation of model about its Y-axis in
degrees (must be performed second)
0.0 Angular rotation of model about its Z-axis in
degrees (must be performed first)
1 1 frame change before plotting (a frame change
resets the x-origin past previous plot by XSPACE

































0 no frame change before plotting
1 automatic computation of proper origin
location and scaling of plot
2 user-specified origin and scaling
Maximum dimension desired on completed
plot, in inches (used for scaling if
ISCALE = 1)
x-location of plot origin (used if ISCALE = 2)
y-location of plot origin (used if ISCALE - 2)
Model size reduction factor (i.e., PSCALE is
equal to actual model size divided by desired
plot size (used if ISCALE = 2))
0 no numbering on plots
1 numbering of grid points
2 numbering of elements
Height of integers specified by NOTAT, in
inches (must be ^0.07)
0 plot of undeformed structure
1 plot of deformed structure
2 exploded plot
3 displacements represented by vectors
1 direct magnification of displacement data
by DMAGS
2 scaling of displacement data to a maxi-
mum value of DMAGS
Magnification of displacements (if
KDISP = 1 or 3)
Reduction factor of elements (if KDISP = 2)
1 symmetry about X-Y plane
1 symmetry about X-Z plane
1 symmetry about Y-Z plane
Symmetries are performed consecutively (i.e., a plate quadrant with KSYMXZ and

















Locate cutting planes parallel to principal
planes (X-Y, X-Z, Y-Z) to limit plot
Maximum grid point identification number to
be included in plot
0 Minimum grid point identification number to
be included in plot
9999999999 Maximum element identification number to
be included in plot
0 Minimum element identification number to be
included in plot
0 Specifies control option after plot is complete
0 last plot, exit from program
1 read another NAME LIST PICT
2 read a new set of displacement data,
including a case identification card if present
3 read a complete new set of input data,
including a title card.
This section describes a complete basic set of input data if KODE = 0 in NAME-
LIST PICT. For KODE = 1, 2, or 3, additional sections of the basic deck must be
repeated. The deck must end with NAMELIST PICT having a value of KODE = 0.
Input for Contour Plots
The input data deck is illustrated in the sequence shown schematically in figure 8.
The data must be constructed in the order shown in figure 8 and is described in detail in
this section. For clarity no zeros appear in the variable names described in this section.
Title card.- This single card contains any desired alphanumeric information in
columns 1 to 80. The title will appear at the beginning of the plots.
NAMELIST OPTION.- This NAMELIST contains values to allocate storage in blank








Estimated number of grid points, must be













Estimated number of elements, must be
equal to or greater than the actual number of
elements
Specifies the subroutine and corresponding
method of input for model geometry
1 subroutine GEOM1 to read in grid points
and elements from cards with user-specified
format
2 subroutine GEOM2 to read in NASTRAN
bulk data deck with data in column widths of 8
9 subroutine GEOM9, a user-supplied
subroutine
Specifies the subroutine and corresponding
method of input for control variable data to
be represented by contour lines
1 subroutine DATA1 to read in data to be
plotted from cards with user-specified
format
5 subroutine DATA5 to read in data to be
plotted from TAPE20
9 subroutine DATA9, a user-supplied
subroutine
Used if KDATA = 5; specifies the number of
given control variable points at which data to
be plotted is to be read from TAPE20 (can be
either the number of grid points or the num-
ber of elements)
Grid point numbers are stored in the program
from 1 to the total number of grid points
0 no internal resequencing of grid points
necessary; they are already ordered in
ascending order starting with 1
1 to resequence grid points in the same




KPLOT 1 Specifies the type of output device to be used
1 CalComp
2 CalComp with plotting speed reduced for
Leroy pens
3 VARIAN
4 cathode-ray-tube (CRT) console (set up
for CDC 250 scopes at Langley Research
Center)
INFOR 1 1 data to be plotted is specified at grid
points
2 data to be plotted is specified at element
centroids
XSPACE 10.0 Space between plots in x-direction, in inches
KSIGN 1 -1 change signs of y-coordinates
1 do not change signs of y-coordinates
IDCASE 0 0 no identification card preceding decks of
data to be plotted
1 identification card preceding decks of
data to be plotted
Geometry input data deck.- This portion of the input deck contains specifications of
grid points and elements describing the reference surface. The deck has one of the fol-
lowing forms, depending on the value of KGEOM specified in NAME LIST OPTION.
KGEOM = 1
(a) A single card containing the word FORMAT in columns 1 to 6 and a variable
format corresponding to the format of the grid point cards with the left paren-
thesis starting in column 11 and up to column 80 may be used.
(b) Deck of grid cards. Each card contains 3 values: grid point number (integer),
x-coordinate (real), and y-coordinate (real). The format is specified by (a)
above.
(c) A single card containing the word ENDGRID in columns 1 to 7.
(d) A single card containing the word FORMAT in columns 1 to 6 and a variable for-
mat corresponding to the format of the element cards with left parenthesis start-
ing in column 11 and up to column 80 may be used.
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(e) Deck of element cards. Each card contains 5 integer fields which are the ele-
ment number and grid points at the vertices of the element. For triangular
elements the last integer field must be blank or zero. The format is specified
in (d) from the preceding page.
(f) A single card containing the word ENDGEOM in columns 1 to 7.
KGEOM = 2
(a) A single card containing the word TRIAEL in columns 1 to 6 and up to 9
NASTRAN triangular element connection names, which are adjusted to the left
in field widths of 8, starting in column 9 (cols. 9 to 16, 17 to 24, . . ., 73 to 80).
This card can be omitted if triangular elements are not used for the plot.
(b) A single card containing the word QUADEL in columns 1 to 6 and up to 9
NASTRAN quadrilateral connection names, which are adjusted to the left in
field widths of 8, starting in column 9 (cols. 9 to 16, 17 to 24, . . ., 73 to 80).
This card can be omitted if quadrilateral elements are not used for the plot.
(c) A NASTRAN bulk data deck. Only the GRID cards and the element connection
cards with names matching those given on the TRIAEL and QUADEL cards will
be used for the plot. All other cards in the NASTRAN bulk data deck will be
ignored.
(d) A single card containing the word ENDGEOM in columns 1 to 7.
KGEOM = 9
Calls a subroutine GEOM9 which is prepared by the user to read geometry data.
Case identification card.- This single card is omitted if IDCASE - 0 is specified
in NAMELIST OPTION. If present, this card contains any desired alphanumeric informa-
tion in columns 1 to 80. The identification will appear on all plots of the case.
Deck of data to be plotted.- This deck contains sets of a control variable value cor-
responding to each grid point or element (depending on INFOR in NAMELIST OPTION) to
be represented by contour lines. The deck has one of the following forms, depending on
the value of KDATA specified in NAMELIST OPTION.
KDATA = 1
(a) A single card containing the word FORMAT in columns 1 to 6 and the variable
format for the data cards with the left parenthesis starting in column 11 and up
to column 80 may be used. If control variables are included for more than one
grid point or element per card, the number of grid points or elements per card
must be entered as an integer in column 8.
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(b) Deck of data to be plotted. There can be multiple data value sets per card or
the set can extend to more than one card (often the case with NASTRAN punched
output) which can be handled with a format for reading multiple cards.
(c) Blank card or cards to end the data deck. The number of blank cards must cor-
respond to the number of cards read at one time by the specified variable format.
KDATA = 5
Reads NVALUS (from NAME LIST OPTION) sets of control variable values from
TAPE20. Each set of control variables must have been written on TAPE20 as an
unformatted record.
KDATA = 9
Calls subroutine DATA9 which is prepared by the user to read data to be plotted.
NAME LIST PICT.- This NAME LIST contains values to specify the type of plot














Specifies the type of plot to be generated
1 layout of elements in reference surface
without grid point or element labels
2 element layout with grid point labels
3 element layout with element labels
4 contour plots without symbols at grid
points
5 contour plots with symbols at grid points
x-location of origin of first plot, in inches
y-location of origin of first plot, in inches
Model size reduction factor (i.e., PSCALE is
equal to actual model size divided by desired
plot size)
Method of scaling control variable data to be
plotted; contour lines have only integer val-
ues annotated on the plot and, thus, the data
must be scaled such that these integers will
contain the desired number of significant
digits; the definitions of WMAGS and ICNTRS
depend on the value of ISCALE















2 program calculation of scale factors to
give the user-specified number of significant
digits in annotation of the maximum absolute
contour line
3 program calculation of scale factors to
give WMAGS as the maximum value of data
If ISCALE = 1, magnification of control vari-
ables for annotation of contour lines on plot
If ISCALE = 2, number of significant digits
in annotation of maximum absolute contour
line (WMAGS = 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, etc.)
If ISCALE = 3, maximum value of scaled
data, WMAGS = 2.0 (maximum contour
line is integer truncation of WMAGS)
If ISCALE = 1, user-specified contour
interval (difference in integer values of
adjacent contour lines)
If ISCALE = 2 or 3, approximate number of
different contour line values; the contour
interval is calculated by the program
Height of integers to be annotated on plots,
in inches (must be =0.07)
Total number of lines parallel to Y-axis
along which contour lines are labeled, must
be =10 (all contour lines are labeled where
they intersect with these selected lines);
these labels are in addition to those auto-
matically provided at boundaries of the con-
tour surface
Array of distances in x-direction from the
origin to lines parallel to the Y-axis along
which contour lines are labeled; there must
be NXLAB of these values and they must be












Same as NXLAB for label locations parallel
to X-axis
Same as XLAB for label locations parallel
to X-axis
Specifies control option after plot is complete
0 last plot, exit from program
1 read another NAME LIST PICT
2 read a new set of control variable values
to be plotted including a case identification
card if present
3 read a complete new set of input data,
including a title card
The above NAME LIST comprises a complete basic set of input data if KODE = 0
in NAMELIST PICT. For KODE = 1, 2, or 3, additional sections of the basic deck must
be repeated. The deck must end with NAMELIST PICT having a value of KODE = 0.
EXAMPLES OF DATA PREPARATION
An example problem is presented to illustrate preparation of input data for both the
oblique-orthographic-projection program and contour-plotting program as well as printed
and plotted output. The problem presented herein is designed to exercise and illustrate
use of various options of the programs. The example selected is the graphical display of
the normal displacements of a square flat plate under uniform lateral pressure. A finite-
element structural model of the flat plate with 36 grid points and 25 quadrilateral plate
elements is used to reduce the amount of input data required to illustrate the use of the
plotting programs. The input data for the programs are presented in appendixes D and E.
Differences between these input decks occur primarily in the quantities contained in the
NAMELIST OPTION and NAMELIST PICT. Output listings are similar for both programs,
therefore, only the output for the contour program is included herein.
Oblique Orthographic Projections
The input deck for oblique orthographic projections of the flat plate example is given
in appendix D. The geometry portion of the input deck includes the entire NASTRAN case
control and bulk data deck used for analysis of the plate. Option KGEOM = 2 is used to
read this data; the TRIAEL card is omitted since no triangles are used, and the CQUAD1
element type is the only one specified on the QUADEL card. Therefore, in this case, all
25
cards in the NASTRAN deck are ignored except GRID cards and CQUAD1 cards. The
displacement data are punched output from a NASTRAN analysis. Two cards are punched
for each grid point containing displacements in the x-, y-, and z-directions and rotations
about the X-, Y-, and Z-axes. The specified format reads two cards at a time but retains
only the displacements in the x-, y-, and z-directions which are given on the first card
(x- and y-displacements are zero at all grid points for this example). Two blank cards
are needed to indicate the termination of the displacement data for this particular format.
Two NAMELISTS PICT are used to generate oblique orthographic projections. The
first NAME LIST contains data for generating the deformed shape shown in figure 9(a),
and contains KODE = 1 which causes the second NAME LIST to be read. In the second
NAMELIST, the value of KDISP is changed from 1 (as specified in the first NAMELIST)
to 3 which results in a plot with the displacements represented by vectors as shown in
figure 9(b). The magnitude of the displacements are arbitrarily exaggerated for visual
clarity. The second NAMELIST PICT terminates the run with KODE = 0.
Contour Plot
The input deck for a contour plot of the flat plate example is given in appendix E.
Default values are used for most of the NAMELIST parameters. Use of the option,
KGEOM - 1, to input grid point and element data with a user-specified format is illus-
trated. GRID cards and CQUAD1 cards from a NASTRAN deck are used, however, any
specified card formats could have been used. In the case of the GRID cards, only the x-
and y-coordinates are read. Thus, if nonzero z-coordinates were used to locate the grid
points, they would be neglected and only the projection would be used. The data to be
represented by contour lines are the displacements normal to the plate and are given at
four grid points per card. In NAMELIST PICT, the option to specify labels on contour
lines on the interior of the plotting surface (see values of NXLAB, XLAB, NYLAB, and
YLAB) is used since the contour lines do not intersect the boundary.
The contour plot which was generated by using this input is shown in figure 10. The
displacements given in the data are symmetric about the two orthogonal principal planes
through the center of the plate. However, the contour lines generated by the program are
slightly unsymmetric as shown in figure 10. This slight nonsymmetry is introduced by
the process of breaking the quadrilaterals into triangles to define the contour surface.
That is, the triangularization of the surface, which is done automatically, is not quite sym-
metric since the resulting right triangles face the same direction in all quadrants of the
plate. This effect would have diminished with a more refined model. Default scaling of
the data was used to assign a value of 100 to the point of maximum displacement at the
center of the plate. A listing of the contour-program output for this example is presented




User and programer documentation is presented for two programs for automatic
plotting of digital data. One of the programs generates oblique orthographic projections
of three-dimensional numerical models and the other program generates contour plots of
data distributed in an arbitrary planar region. The user documentation gives a general
description of the computational algorithms, user instructions, and complete listings of
the programs. Several plots are included to illustrate various program options and a
single example is described in detail to facilitate learning the use of the programs,
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Hampton, Va., November 18, 1974.
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APPENDIX A
INCENTER OF A GENERAL TRIANGLE
The incenter of a triangle is the center of an inscribed circle as shown in figure 11.
If the incenters of two similar triangles are coincident, the perpendicular distance between
corresponding sides of the triangles will be equal. This geometric relationship is desired
when locating the reference point for triangular elements in an exploded plot.
The coordinates of the incenter of a general triangle can be derived by using area
coordinates. Areas of triangles Aj, Aj, and A^ shown in figure 11 are
(Al)
By use of equations (8) and (Al), the area coordinates are determined as
i=j^ (A2)
where s = a + b + c.
The area coordinates can be transformed to Cartesian coordinates by using equa-
tions (10) to (12) and equation (A2)
ax. + bx. + ex.
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LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR OBLIQUE
ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTIONS
An overall flow chart for this program is given in figure 12. The MAIN program is
used to allocate blank COMMON storage and to call other subroutines necessary to read
input data and to generate the desired plots. The purpose of each subroutine is described
in comment cards in the listing. A subroutine called DOCMNT consisting entirely of
comment cards is included in the program. Subroutine DOCMNT contains (1) a directory
of selected variables used in the program, (2) user-input instructions, and (3) a descrip-
tion of plotting subroutines which are required from the Langley Graphic Output System
library.
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APPENDIX B - Continued
P R O G R A M M A I N ( I N P U T = 2 0 1 , O U T P U T = 2 0 1 ,TAPE5= INPUT, , T A P E 6 = O U T P U T ,
1 T A P E 9 , T A P E 1 0 , T A P E 2 0 = 2 0 1 )
C
C * * * T H I S I S T H E M A I N P R O G R A M W H I C H C A L L S OTHER S U B R O U T I N E S
C
I N T E G E R N U M P T , X P T , Y P T , ^ . P T , U P T , V P T , W P T
C O M M O N / C O N T R L / K G E G M ,KU AT A, KPLUT , KS Y M X Y , KSY M X Z , K .SYMYZ, NOT AT , XLHT,
l K H O R Z , K V E R T , P H I , T H E T A , P S I , N E W F R , r S C A L E , P L O T S Z , X O R G N , Y O R G N ,
2 P S C A L E , K O I S P , D M A G , K O O E
C O M M O N / L I M I T S / X X M A X , V Y M A X , Z Z M A X , XXM I .N , Y Y M I N , Z Z M I N, NO M A X , N O M I N,
1 N E L M A X , N E L M I N
C O M M O N / C O R G N / XOA8S , Y O A B S • X P M A X , XSP ACE ,PS I ZE
C O M M O N / G L O U P / I L C O P
C O M M O N / A B L K / A ! 3 , 3 )
C O M M O N / S A V E V / D M A G S . I D M A G
C O M M O N / K O U N T / N N O O E , N N D E S T , N U D I SP , .N VD LSP , N W D I SP
C O M M O N / V A L U E S / N V A L L S
C O r t M U N / C A S E I D / I C C A S E
COMMON I L K L )
D I M E N S I O N D S A V t 3 1
D I M E N S I O N A B C D J 8 )
N A M t L I S T / P I C T / K H O R Z . K V E R T , P H I , T H E T A , P S I , N E W F R t I S C A L E ,
I P L O T S Z . X O R G N t Y O R G N , P S C A L E , N C T A T f K D 1 S P i 1 D M A G f O M A G S f K O U E ,
2 K S Y M X Y , K S Y M X Z . K S Y M Y Z , X X M A X , Y Y M A X , Z Z M A X , X X M I N t
3 Y Y M I N , Z Z M I N , N D M A X , N D M I N , N E L M A X , N E L M I . N , X L H T
C
C * * * T O ZERO N O D E A N D E L E M E N T S U M M A T I O N C O U N T E R S
C
I L O O P = 0
N N O D E - 0
XOAt tS = 0.0
Y O A B S - 0.0
X P M A X = 0.0
•jQQ C O N T I N U E
X S T R T = 0.0
Y S T R T = 0.0
W R I T E ( 6 , 3 )
B F O R M A T ! 1 H 1 )
C
C *** TO R t A D T I T L E C A R D FOR RUN
C
R E A D l i > , 1 0 ) A B C O
10 F O R M A T ! t l A l O J
1 F ( E O F , 5 ) 2222 ,3333
2222 C A L L PSTOP
3333 C O N T I N U E
w R I T E l o f l l ) A B C O
11 F O R M A T ! / / / » 2 0 X , 8 A 1 0 , / / / J
C A L L I N I T A L
I F ( K P L O T . N c . 4 . 0 R . K D A T A . N £ . 3 ) GO TO 111
R E W I N D 2 0
C A L L M E S A G L i 1 , 2 4 H E N T E R I N G O R f H O G C P R O G R A M ,
C A L L M E S A G E d , 1 9 H S E L E C T D E S I R E D M O D E , 1 9 )
C A L L M E S A G t l 1 , 1 8 H B Y P R E S S I N G F N K E Y , 1 8 )
C A L L N E A H N K E Y )
I M O U L = N K E Y - l
I F ( I M O D E . t w . O ) GL TO 111
DO 57 J - l . I M O D E
K J U N T = 0
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APPENDIX B - Continued
IF(NUDISP.NE.O) KOUNT = KOUNT*-!
IF(NVDISP.NE.O) KOUNT = KOUNT*-!









CALL NOT ATE ( X S T R T , Y S T R T , HEIGHT , ABiCD ,90. 0, 80 )
CALL CALPLT(12.0,0.0,-3)
C
C #** TO SET POINTERS FOR BLANK COMMON STORAGE ZZZ
C *** (WITH INTEGER NAMES OF ARRAYS USED IN CALLED SUBROUTINES)
C
NUMPT = 1




IF(NUDISP.EQ.O) VPT = UPT*-1
IF(NUDISP.NE.O) VPT = UPT+-NNDEST
IF(NVL-ISP.EU.O) *PT = VPT+-1
IF(NVDiSP.NE.O) wPT = VPT*-NNDEST
IF(NWDISP.EQ.O) NENO = WPT+-1-1
If(NWDISP.NE.O) NEND = WPT+NNDEST-1
WRITE(6,15) NEND
15 FORMAT(///,20X,*8LANK COMMON STORAGE ZZZ REQUIRES AT LEAST *,I6,








1 ZZZ (NUMPT), ZZZ (XPT) , ZZZ (YPT ) , ZZZ.liZPT) , ZZZ (UPT) , ZZZ (VPT) ,ZZZ(WPT) )
600 CONTINUE



















APPENDIX B - Continued
oOQG COiMlINUE
IF (KPLOT.£Q .4 ) CALL CCRT1
CALL 'USCALE
KZZZ INUMPTJ . Z Z Z U P T ) , Z Z Z ( Y P T ) , Z Z Z ( Z P T ) , Z Z Z l U P T ) , ZZZ i VPT ) , ZZZ I WP T ) )
CALL BUUND
HZZZINUMPT) , Z Z Z I X P T ) , Z Z Z { Y P T ) , Z Z Z ( Z P T ) , Z Z Z { U P T ) , Z Z Z ( V P T ) , Z Z Z ( W P T ) )
CALL R Q T A T
CALL PCUT
1 ( Z Z Z J N U M P 1 i , Z Z Z ( X P T ) , Z Z Z ( Y P T ) t ZZZ. (ZPT ), ZZZ ( UP T ) , ZZZ ( VPT ), Z Z Z ( WPT ) )
IF lNOTAT.tu i . l ) CALL NDLET
i ( Z Z Z l N U M P r ) , Z Z Z ( X P l ) , Z Z Z ( Y P T J , Z Z Z ( Z P T ) , Z Z Z { U P T ) , Z Z Z ( V P T ) , Z Z Z I W P T ) )
IF(-KPLOT.EQ.^) CALL CAL PLT ( 12 . Of 0 .0 ,-3 )
IF(KPLUT.EQ.' i) CALL CCKT2
ILOOP = ILDUP*!
IF (KUDE,EQ.OJ GC TG 800





APPENDIX B - Continued
SUBROUTINE DGCMNT








C T I T L E CARD - C O N T A I N S ANY DESIRED ALPHANUMERIC INFORMATION IN COLS.1-80.
C N A r t E L I S T - O P T I O N - C O N T A I N S VALUES TO A L L O C A T E S T O R A G E I.N BLANK COMMON Z Z Z t
C AND CONTROL VALUES NEEDED BY THE PROGRAM.
C THfc FOLLOWING VALUES ARE INCLUDED
C N;MDEST = E S T I M A T E NUMBER OF GRID POINTS TO BE USED. VALUE MUST BE
C G R E A T E R THAN OR EQUAL TO THE ACTUAL NUMBER OF GRID POINTS.
C ** DEFAULT - 200 **
C NUDISP = 0 FOR NO DISPLACEMENT DATA IN X-DIRECTION.
C = 1 FOR DATA INCLUDING DISPLACEMENTS IN X-DIRECTION.
C ** DEFAULT = 0 **
C iMVOISP = 0 FOR NO D I S P L A C E M E N T D A T A IN Y-DIRECTION.
C = L FCR D A T A INCLUDING D I S P L A C E M E N T S IN Y-DIRECTION.
C ** DEFAULT = 0 **
C -NWDISP = 0 FCR NO Dl SPL ACEM^NT DAT A IN Z-DIRECTION.
C =1 FOR DATA INCLUDING DISPLACEMENTS IN Z-DIRECTION.
C #* DEFAULT = 0 **
C
C KGtOM SPECIFIES SUBROUTINE AND CORRESPONDING METHOD OF INPUT FOR
C MODEL GEOMETRY.
C KGEUM = 1 FOR GRID POINTS AND ELEMENTS READ FROM CARDS WITH USER
C SPECIFIED FORMAT.
C = 2 FOR NASTRAN DECK WITH CARD IDENTIFIERS LEFT ADJUSTED
C AND DATA IN COLUMN WIDTHS OF 8.
C = V FOR USER SUPPLIED SUBROUTINE - GEOM9.
C ** DEFAULT = 1 **
C KDATA SPECIFIES SUBROUTINE AND CORRESPONDING METHOD OF INPUT FOR
C DISPLACEMENT DATA.
C KDATA = 1 FOR SUBROUTINE DATA! TO READ IN DISPLACEMENT DATA
C FRCI* CARDS WITH USER S PEC IFI ED FORMAT.
C =5 FOR SUBROUTINE DATA5 TO READ IN DISPLACEMENT DATA
C FKCM TAPE2G.
C =9 FOR SUBROUTINE DATA9t A USER SUPPLIED SUBROUTINE.
C ** DEFAULT = i **
C NVALUS - USED IF KDATA = 5 TO SPECIFY THE NUMBER OF SETS OF
C DISPLACEMENTS TO BE READ FROM TAPE20.
C ** DEFAULT = 0 **
C IRESEQ = 0 FOR NO RESEQUENCING OF GRID POINT NUMBERS.
C = 1 TCJ RESEgUENCE GRID POINT NUMBERS IN SAME ORDER
C AS THEY ARE INPUT.
C ** DEFAULT = i **
C KPLO! SPECIFIES THE TYPE OF OUTPUT DEVICE TO BE USED.
C KPLOT = 1 FOR CALCOMP.
C =2 FUR CALCOMP WITH PLOTTING SPEED REDUCED TO USE LEROY PENS.
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= 3 FOR VARIAN.
= 4 FOR CRT (USE CDC250 SCOPES AT LRC)
** DEFAULT - I **
XSPACE = SPACE BETWEEN PLOTS IN X-DIRECTION, IN INCHES.
*# DEFAULT = 10.0 **
PS1ZE = PAPER SIZE IN Y-DIRECTION I.N INCHES, USED IN SCALING
PLOTS TO INSURE THIS DIMENSION IS NOT EXCEEDED.
** DEFAULT = 25.0 **
IDCASE = 0 FOR NO TITLE CARD P.RECEOING
DECKS OF DISPLACEMENT VALUES.
= 1 FOR TITLE CARC PRECEDING
DECKS OF DISPLACEMENT VALUES.
** DEFAULT - 0 **
OF
C MODEL GEOMETRY IS NOW INPUT IN ONE OF T,HE FOLLOWING FORMS,
C DEPENDING ON THE VALUE OF KGEOM SPECIFIED IN NAMELIST OPTION.
C USE IF KGEOM = 1
C (A) A SINGLE CARD CONTAINING THE WORD FORMAT IN COLUMNS 1-6 AND
C A V A R I A B L E FORMAT CORRESPONDING TO THE FORMAT OF THE GRID
i, POINT C A R D S W I T H LEFT PARENTHESIS S T A R T I N G IN COLUMN 11
C AND UP TO 80 COLUMNS MAY BE USED.
C (B) DtCK UF GRID POINT CARDS. EACH CARD CONTAINS 4 V A L U E S , GRID
C POIiMT NUMBER ( I N T E G E R ) , X -COORDINATE ( R E A L ) , Y -COORDINATE
C ( R E A L ) AND Z-CUOROINATE (R.EAL). THE FORMAT IS SPECIF IED
C IN (A) ABOVE.
C (C) A SINGLE CARD CONTAINING THE WORD ENDGRID IN COLUMNS 1-7.
C ID) A SINGLE CARD CONTAINING THE WORD FORMAT IN COLUMNS 1-6 AND
C A VARIABLE FGRMAT CORRESPONDING TO THE FORMAT OF THE
C ELEMENT CARDS WITH LEFT PARENTHESIS STARTING IN COLUMN 11
C AND UP TC 30 COLUMNS MAY 81E USED.
C (E) DECK OF ELEMENT CARDS. EACH CARD CONTAINS 5 INTEGER FIELDS
C WHICH ARE THE ELEMENT NUMBER, AND GRID POINT NUMBERS AT THE
C VERTICES OF THE ELEMENTS. FOR TRIANGULAR ELEMENTS THE
C LAST INTEGER FILLD MUST OE BLANK OR ZERO. FOR KOD OR BEAM
C ELEMENTS THE LAST TWC INTBGER FIELDS MUST BE BLANK OR ZERO.
C THE FORMAT IS SPECIFIED IN ID) ABOVE.
C (F) A SINGLE CARD CONTAINING THE WORD ENDGEOM IN COLUMNS 1-7.
C USE IF KGEOM = 2
C (A) A SINGLE CARD CONTAINING THE WORD LINEEL IN COLUMNS 1-6 AND
C UP TO NINE NAST.KAN LINEAL ELEMENT CONNECTION NAMES,
C WHICH ARE LEFT-ADJUSTED IN FIELD WIDTHS OF 8, STARTING IN
C COLUMN 9 (COLS. 9-16, 17-24, ..., 73-80). THIS CARD CAN
C BE OMITTED IF LINEAL ELEMENTS ARE NOT USED FOR THE PLOT.
C Id) A SINGLE CAnD CONTAINING THc WORD TRIAEL IN COLUMNS 1-6 AND
C UP TO NINE NASTRAN TRIANGULAR ELEMENT CONNECTION NAMES,
C WHICH ARE LEFT-ADJUSTED IN FIELD WIDTHS OF 8, STARTING IN
O COLUMN 9 ICULS. 9-16, 17-24, ..., 73-80). THIS CARD CAN
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(C) A SINGLE CARD CONTAINING THE WORD QUADEL IN COLUMNS 1-6 AND
UP TO NINE NASTRAN QUADRILATERAL CONNECTION NAMESf WHICH
ARE LEFT-ADJUSTED IN FIELD, WIDTHS OF 8, STARTING IN COL. 9
(COLS. 9-16, 17-^4, .... 73-80). THIS CARD CAN 8E OMITTED
IF Q U A D R I L A T E R A L ELEMENTS ARE NOT USED FOR THE PLOT.
(0) A N A S T R A N BULK DATA DECK. ONLY THE GRID CARDS AND THE
ELEMENT CCNNECTICN CARDS W I T H NAMES MATCHING THOSE GIVEN ON
THE LINEEL, TRIAEL, AND QUADEL CARDS WILL BE USED FOR THE
PLOT. ALL OTHER CARDS IN THE NASTRAN BULK DATA DECK WILL
8E IGNORED.
(E) A SINGLE CARD CONTAINING THE WORD ENDGEOM IN COLUMNS 1-7.
C
C
USE IF KGEOM - 9
CALL SUBROUTINE GEOM9 WHICH ISI PREPARED BY THE USER TO READ
GEOMETRY DATA.
C CASE IDENTIFICATION CARD.
C THIS CARD IS CMITTED IF IOCASE=0 IS SPECIFIED IN SOPT10N.
C IF PRESENT, THIS CARD CONTAINS ANY DESIRED ALPHANUMERIC
C INFORMATION IN COLS.1-80. WILiL APPEAR BEFORE EACH DATA PLOT,
C DATA TO BE PLOTTED IS
C DEPENDING UN THE
NOW INPUT IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING FORMS,
VALUE OF KDATA SPECIFIED IN NAMELIST OPTION.
C USE IF KDATA = 1
C (A) A SINGLE CARD CONTAINING THE WORD FORMAT IN COLUMNS 1-6 AND
C A VARIABLE FORMAT FOR THE DATA CARDS WITH LEFT PARENTHESIS
C STARTING IN COLUMN 11 AND UP TO 80 COLUMNS MAY BE USED. IF
C DISPLACEMENTS ARE INCLUDED FOR MORE THAN ONE GRID POINT PER
C CARD, THE NUMBER OF GRID POINTS PER CARD MUST BE ENTERED
C AS AN INTEGER IN COLUMN 8.
C (B) DECK OF DISPLACEMENT SETS. THERE CAN BE MULTIPLE DISPLACE-
C MENT SETS PER CARD OR THE SET CAN EXTEND TO MORE THAN ONE
C CARD lUFIEN THE CASE WITH NASTRAN PUNCHED OUTPUT) WHICH CAN
C tiE HANDLED WITH A FORMAT FOR READING MULTIPLE CARDS.
C A DISPLACEMENT SET FOR EACH GRID POINT IS DEFINED TO
C CONTAIN FROM 2 TO 4 VALUES, A GRID POINT NUMBER AND
C DISPLACEMENTS CORRESPONDING TO NUDISP, NVDISP, OR NWDISP
C EQUAL TO 1.
C (U BLANK CARD GR CARDS TO ENDi D A T A DECK. THE NUMBER OF BLANK
C C A R D S MUSI CORRESPOND TO THE NUMBER-OF CARDS READ AT ONE .
C TIME BY THE SPECIFIED VARIABLE FORMAT.
C USE IF MJATA =5
L READS NVALUS (FROM NAMtLIST OPTION) DISPLACEMENT SETS FROM
C TAPE20. EACH DISPLACEMENT SET MUST HAVE BEEN WRITTEN ON TAPE20
C AS AN UNFORMATTED RECORD.
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USE It- KDATA = 9
C
c



















































NAMELISF PICT - CONTAINS VALUES NEEDED TO GENERATE PLOTS.
THE FOLLOWING VALUES ARE INCLUDED
KHURZ = AXIS OP VIEWING PLANE,INTEGER DESIGNATING HORIZONTAL
WHERE 1 = X, 2=Y, 3=Z.
** DEFAULT = 1 **
KVERT = INTEGER DESIGNATING VERTICAL AXIS OF VIEWING PLANE,
WHERE 1=X, 2-Y, 3=Z.
** DEFAULT = 2 **
PHI = ANGULAR ROTATION OF MODEL ABOUT ITS
(MUST BE TAKEN THIRD).
** DEFAULT = 0.0 **
THETA = ANGULAR ROTATION OF MODEL ABOUT ITS
(MUST BE TAKEN SECOND).
** DEFAULT = 0.0 **
PSI = ANGULAR ROTATION OF MODEL AdOUT ITS Z-AXIS,
(MUST BE TAKEN FIRST).
** DEFAULT = 0.0 **
NEWFR = I FOR FRAME CHANGE BEFORE PLOT IS MADE.
(A FRAME CHANGE RESETS THE X-ORGIN PAST
BY XSPACE AND THE Y-ORGIN AT 0.0).
IMEwFR .NE. 1 FOR NO FRAME CHANGE BEFORE PLOTTING.
** DEFAULT = 1 **
ISCALE = 1 FOR INTERNAL CRG1N LOCATION AND SCALING.
= 2 FOR USER SPECIFIED ORGIN AND SCALING.
** DEFAULT = 1 **
= MAXIMUM DIMENSION
(USED FOR SCALING
DEFAULT = 10.0 **
X-LUCATICN OF PLOT
DEFAULT = 0.0 **
Y-LOCATICN OF PLOT









DESIRED ON COMPLETED PLOT.
IF ISCALE = I)
ORI.GIN (USED IF ISCALE = 2)
ORIGIN 1USED IF ISCALE = 2)
MODEL SIZE REDUCTION FACTOR, PSCALE = ACTUAL MODEL
SIZE/DESIRED PLOT SIZE (USED IF ISCALE = 2).
** DEFAULT = 1.0 **
NQTAT = 0 FOR NO NUMBERING ON PLOTS.
= 1 FOR NUMBERING CF GRI.D POINTS.
= 2 FOR NUMBERING OF ELEMENTS.
** DEFAULT = 0 **
XLHT = HEIGHT OF INTEGERS SPEC IFIED BY NOTAT, IN INCHES.
** DEFAULT = 0.15 **
KDISP = 0 FOR UNDEFORMED PLOT.
= 1 FOR DEFORMED PLOT.
= 2 FOR EXPLODED PLUT.
= 3 FOR DISPLACEMENTS REPRESENTED BY VECTORS.
** DEFAULT - 0 **
IDMAG = 1 FOR DIRECT SCALING OF DATA BY DMAGS.
= 2 FOR SCALING OF DATA TO A MAX. VALUE OF DMAGS.
** DEFAULT = 2 **
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OMAGS.= MAGNIFICATION OF DISPLACEMENTS (IF KDISP=1)
= REDUCTION FACTOR OF ELEMENTS (IF KDISP=2).
** DEFAULT - 1.0 **
KSYMXY = 1 FOR SYMMETRY ABOUT
** DEFAULT = 0 **
KSY.-1XZ = 1 FOR SYMMETRY
** DcFAULT = 0 **
KSYMYZ = 1 FOR SYMMETRY ABOUT Y-Z PLANE.
** DEFAULT = 0 **
XXMAX, YYMAX,ZZKAX,XXMIN, YYKIN,ZZMIN LOCATE CUTTING PLANES
PARALLEL TO PRINCIPAL I X-Y, X-Z, Y-Z J PLANES
TO LIMIT PLOT.
** DEFAULT XXMAX=YYMAX=ZZMAX=1.0E«-20 **
** DEFAULT XXMIN=YYMIN=ZZMIN=-1.0E+20 **
NDMAX = MAXIMUM GRID PT. TO BE INCLUDED IN PLOT.
** DEFAULT = 9999999999 **
AiDMIN = MINIMUM GRID PT. TO BE INCLUDED IN PLOT.
** DEFAULT = 0 **
NELMAX = MAXIMUM ELEMENT NUMBER TO 6E INCLUDED IN PLOT.
** DEFAULT = 9999999999 ,**
NELMIN = M I N I M U M ELEMENT NUM8ER TO BE
** DEFAULT = 0 **
SPECIFIES CONTROL OPTION AFTER PLOT
PLOT, EXIT FROM PROGRAM.
ANOTHER NAMELIST PICT.
A NEW SET OF DISPLACEMENT DATA,
CARD IF PRESENT.



























THE AbuVE COMPRISES A COMPLETE BASIC SET OF INPUT DATA IF
KODE = U IN iPICT. FOR KODE = I, 2, OR 3, ADDITIONAL SECTIONS
THE BASIC DECK MUST BE REPEATED. THE DECK MUST END WITH






















































































































C A L C O M P t V A R I A N . C R T
C A L C O M P , V A R I A N , C R T









M A I N , C C R T l , C C R T 2 , C C R T 3
M A I N , C C R T 1 , C C R T 2 , C C R T 3
CCRT1
C C R T i
SUBROUTINE CALCOMP
THIS IS THE NORMAL MODt PROCESSOR. THE NECESSARY
PARAMETERS AND LINKAGE ARE SET UP TO OUTPUT A TAPE
FOR THE CALCOMP 780/763 0.010/0.005-INCH STEP PLOTTER;
CALL CALCCMP
THIS CALL MUST BE GIVEN BEFORE THE FIRST CALL TO A
PLOTTING ROUTINE.
SUBROUTINE LEROY
THE PARAMETERS NECESSARY TO ACCOMODATE PLOTTING WITH THE
LIQUID INK PEN ARE SET UP BY CALL LEROY.
CALL LEROY
THIS CALL SHOULD ONLY BE USED WITH THE CALCOMP PROCESSOR.
IN AUDITION TO REDUCING THE SPEED OF THE PLOTTER FOR
ALL PLOTTING MOVEMENTS? THE NUMBER OF PLOT VECTORS IN ANY
ANNOTATION IS CONSIDERABLY INCREASED.
SUBROUTINE PSEUDO
INITIALIZES PLOT VECTOR FILE FOR VARIAN PLOTTER
CALL PSEUDO
SUBROUTINE CDC250
INITIALIZES CATHODE RAY TUBE CONSOLE.
CALL CDC230
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TO MOVE THE PLOTTER. PEN TO A NEW LOCATION WITH PEN UP
OF DOWN AND TO SIGNAL THE END OF A JOB SEGMENT BY
INCREMENTING THE BLiOCK ADDRESS NUMBER.
CALL CALPLT(X,Y,IPEN)
WHERE
XtY ARE THE FLOATING POINT VALUES FOR PEN MOVEMENT.
IPEN = 2 PEN DOWN
= 3 PEN UP
NEGATIVE IPEN WILL ASSIGN X=0, Y=0
AS THE LOCATION GF THE PEN AFTER MOVING THE
X,Y (CREATE A NEW REFERENCE POINT) AND
INCREASE THE BLOCK NUMBER BY ONE.
ALL X AND Y COORDINATES MUST BE EXPRESSED AS FLOATING
POINT INCHES (ACTUAL PAGE DIMENSIONS) IN DEFLECTION FROM
THE ORIGIN.
SUBROUTINE NOTATE
TO DRAW ALPHANUMERIC INFORMATION FOR ANNOTATION AND LABEL INI




X,Y ARE THE FLOATI.NG POINT PAGE COORDINATES OF THE
FIRST CHARACTER. FOR ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS
THE COORDINATES OF THE LOWER LEFT-HAND CORNER
Of- THE CHARACTERS ARE SPECIFIED.
HEIGHT SPECIFIES CHARACTER SIZE AND SPACING IN FLOATING
POINT INCHES FOR A FULL-SUE CHARACTER. THE
WIDTH OF A CHARACTER WILL BE (4/7)*HEIGHT AND THE
SPACE BETWEEN CHARACTERS IS (2/7)*HE IGHT.
BCD IS THt STRING OF ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS TO BE
DRAWN.
THETA IS THE ANGLE IN FLOATING POINT DEGREES AT WHICH
THE INFORMATION IS TO BE DRAWN.































































APPENDIX B - Continued
SUBROUTINE NUMBER
TU CONVERT A FLOATING NUMBER TO BCD (EXPRESSED IN
F FCRMAT), AND DRAW- THE RESULTING APLHANUMERIC CHARACTERS.
CALL NUMBER ( X, Y, SIZE t F.PNf THE T A, NJ
WHERE
X,Y ARE THE COORDINATES IN FLOATING POINT INCHES
GF THE LEFT LOWER CORNER OF THE FIRST DIGIT
OF OUTPUT.
SIZE IS THE HEI.GHT OF THE PLOTTED NUMBER IN FLOATING
POINT INCHES.
FPN IS THE FLOATING POINT NUMBER TO BE DRAWN.
THETA IS THE ANGLE IN FLOATING POINT DEGREES AT WHICH
THfc NUMBER IS TO BE DRAWN.
N IS THE NUMBER OF DECIMAL DIGITS TO THE RIGHT
GF THE DECIMAL POINT FOR OUTPUT.
N = -I AND N = 0 BOTH SPECIFY NO DECIMAL PLACES,
HOWEVER, -1 SUPPRESSES THE DECIMAL POINT.
THE NUMBER IS RESTRICTED TO A MAXIMUM OF 12 DIGITS.
THE ROUTINE TRUNCATES THE FLOATING POINT NUMBER AT THE
REQUIRED DECIMAL PLACE.
SUBROUTINE. N FRAME
USED BY VARIAN PLOTTER TO ADVANCE PLOTTING FRAME.
CALL NFRAME
SUBROUTINE NEXT
PROVIDES A BREAK PDINT OR HALT DURING APPLICATION .PROGRAM
EXECUTION. OPERATOR MUST PRESS FUNCTION KEY TO RESUME,
AND NUMBER OF KEY I.S RETURNED IN CALLING PARAMETER.
CALL NEXT(NKEY)
WHERE

























































C O M M E N T S
PURPOSE
USE
APPENDIX B - Continued
SUBROUTINE MESAGE
PRCV10ES THE CAPA&ILITY TO DISPLAY A MESSAGE ON THE CRT250.
CALL f:ESAGEl I,BCD,N)
WHERE
I INDICATES INTENSITY OF CHARACTER DISPLAY.
bCD IS ADDRESS OF ARRAY CONTAINING THE MESSAGE
IN HOLLERITH FORM.
N IS THE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN THE MESSAGE (LESS THAN 50}
SUBROUTINE PARAMS
USED TO GENERATE A TABLE OF SYMBOLIC NAMES THAT CAN BE
ACCESSED USING THE ALPHANUMERIC KEYBOARD ON THE CRT250.
CALL PAKAMS(BCD,VAR)
WHERE
BCD IS THE HOLLERITH REPRESENTATION OF SYMBOLIC NAME.
VAR IS PRLGRAM VARIABLE REFERRED TO 8E SYMBOLIC NAME.
UP TO 3 PAIRS OF VARIABLES MAY BE SPECIFIED IN A SINGLE
CALL TO PARAMS. TABLE HAS CAPACITY FOR 42 PAIRS.
SUBROUTINE KFORMAT
ALLCWS PROGRAMMER TO CHANGE FORMAT FOR KEYBOARD INPUT.
CALL KFORKAHNHdCU}
WHERE
N IS THE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN BCD.
H IS REQUIRED.
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SUBROUTINE C C R T L







rurv v*rmiNi?i i iu M I _ U ^ O i i M r u i o i - v r i u l u o i i v o ui\ i •
CUMMON/CONTRL/ K G E O M t K D A T A , K P L O T , K S Y M X Y , K S Y M X Z , K S Y M Y Z , N O T A T f X L H T ,
1 K H O R Z . K V E R T , P H I , T h E T A , P S I , N E W F R , I S C A L E , P L O T S Z , X O R G N f Y O R G N i
2 P S C A L E , K O I S P , O M A G , K O O E
COMMON/LI MI TS/ X X M A X , Y Y M A X t ZZMAX , XXMI.N, YYMI N. ZZMI Nf NOMAX , NDM I Nt
1NELMAX,NELMIN
COMPIUN/SAVLV/ O M A G S r I O M A G
*** FOR INTEGER CONTROL VALUES
CALL KFORMATOHIIG)
CALL PARAMS
CALL P A R A M S ( S L K H O R Z , K H O R Z , 5 L K V E R . r f K V E R T >
C A L L P A R A M S l 5 L N E h F R , N E K F R , 6 L I S C A b E f I S C A L E )
CALL PARAMS(t>LNCTAT,NOTAT,5LKDISP,KDISP,5LIDMAG,IDMAG)
CALL P A R A r 1 S ( t > L K S Y M X Y , K S Y M X Y , 6 L K . S Y M X Z , K S Y M X Z f 6 L K S Y M Y Z , K S Y M Y Z )
CALL PARAMS(5LNDMAX,NDMAX,5LNOMIN ,NDMIN)
CALL PARAMS(6LNELMAX,NELMAXi6LNELMIN,NELMIN)
CALL M E S A G E ( l t 3 2 H T O CHANGE INTEGER CONTROL V A L U E S , 3 2 )
CALL MESAGf r l 1, 1 3HV AR IA8LES ARE, 13.)
CALL M E S A G E l i t 2 7 H K H G R Z f K V E R T t NEWFR, I S C A L E f 2 7 )
CALL M E S A G E t 1 , 1 9 H N O T A T , KDISP, IDMAG.19)
CALL M E S A G E C l f 2 2 H K S Y M X Y , K S Y M X Z , K S Y M Y Z , 2 2 )
CALL M E S A G f c d f 2 8 H N D M A X , NUMIN, N E L M A X , NELMIN.28)
CALL MESAGEd ,17HANY KEY CONT I NUES , 17 )
CALL N E X T ( N K E Y )
*** FUR FLJATING POINT CONTROL VALUESi
C A L L KFORMAT(5HF10 .3 )
CALL PARAMS
CALL P A K A M S ( 3 L y A h , P S I , 4 L R O L L , P H I , 5 L P L T C H , T H E T A )
CALL P A R A H S i 6 L P L O T S Z , P L O T S Z , 6 L P S C A L E , P S C A L E J
CALL PARAMS(5LXORGN,XURGN,5LYORGMfYORGN)
CALL P A R A M S ( 5 L D M A G S , O M A G S )
CALL P A R A M S K L X L H T . X L H T )
CALL P A R A M S ( 5 L X X M A X , X X M A X , S L X X M I N f X X M I N )
CALL P A R A M S ( 5 L Y Y M A X , Y Y M A X , 5 L Y Y M I N , Y Y M I N )
C A L L P A R A M S ( 5 L Z Z M A X , Z Z M A X f 5 L Z Z M I N , Z Z M I N )
CALL M E S A G E ( 1 , 3 S H T O CHANGE FLOATING POINT
CALL M f c S A G E d . 1 3 F V A R I A B L E S A R E , 1 3 )
CALL M f c S A G E l I . 32HYA* , ROLL, PITCH, PLOTSZ, PSCALE,32 )
CALL M£SAGL : ( i , 25hXORGN, YORGN, OMAGS, X L H T , 2 5 )
CALL M E S A G L i i ,19HXXMAX, Y Y M A X , ZZ .MAX. iy )
CALL M E S A G E U f 19HXXMIN, YYrtlN, ZZMIN,19)
CALL MESAGEd , 1/HANY KEY CONT I NUE S , 1 7 )
CALL N E X T ( N K E Y )
RETURN
END OF C C R T 1
CONTROL V A L U E S , 3 9 )
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*** FOR SELECTING CONTROL OPTION, KODE, AT END OF JOB USING CRT.








CALL McSAGEC I, 18HFN KEY
CALL NEXT(NKEY)
KODE = 10
IFlNKEY.EQ.48) KODE = 0
IF<NKEY.EQ.i2) KOOE = 1
lF(NKEY.Ew.24) KOOE = 2
IFlNKEY.EQ.36) KCDE = 3
IF(KODE.EU.IO) GO TO 10
KETURN
END OF CCRF2
12 TO ALTER EXISTING PLOT, 32)
24 TO READ NEW SET OF 01 SPLACEMENTS
36 TO READ A COMPLETE NEW CASE, 37)




SUBROUTINE C C R T 3
RtMINDER TO PUT EOF ON PLOT FILE WHEN USING CRT.
CALL MESAGfc. t 1, 1H ,1)
CALL MESAGE(l,45hLAST
CALL MESAGE(1, 1H ,1J







REMINDER TO PUT EOF ON PLOT FILE, IF ANY,45)
AT NEXT PLOT FILE COMPLETE MESSAGE,40)
CONTINUES,17)
SUBROUTINE PSTOP
*** TO TERMINATE JUB.
COMMON/CONTRL/ K G E O M , K O A T A , K P L O T , K S Y M X Y , K S Y M X Z . K S Y M Y Z , N O T A T , X L H T ,
1 K H O R Z . K V E R T , P H I , T H E T A , P S I ,NEWFR,LSCALE,PLOTSZ,XORGN,YORGN,
2 P S C A L E , K U I S P , O M A G , K O D E
CALL CALPLT(0 .0 ,0 .0 ,999)
lFJKPLJT .Ew.4 ) CALL CCRT3
S T O P
END OF PSTUP
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SUBROUTINE IN1TAL
C
C *** TO SET UP V A L U E S FOR CONTROL PARAMETERS
C
COMMON/CONTRL/ K G E C M , K D A T A f K P L O T , K S Y M X Y , K S Y M X Z » K S Y M Y Z , N O T A T , X L H T t
I K H O R Z . K V E R T , P H I t T H E T A , P S I tNEWFR, I SCALE,PLOTSZ f XORGN,YORGN,
2 P S C A L E » K D I S P , U M A G , K O O E
COMMON/LIMITS/ X X M A X , Y Y M A X , Z Z M A X , XXM I.N , YYMl N , ZZMl N, NOMAX, NDMI N,
1NELMAX.NELMIN
COMMON/CORGN/ X G A B S , Y O A B S t X P M A X f X S P A C E f P S I Z E
COMMON/SAVEV/ QMAGSt lOMAG




NAMELI iT /uPTION/ NNOEST ,NUOISP ,NV:DI SP
 f NWD I'S P ,
I K G E O M . K D A T A . N V A L U S f I R E S E Q t K P L O T , X S P A C E , P S IZE , IDCASE
C
C *** D E S C R I P T I O N OF V A L U E S IN iOPTION GIVEN. IN SUBROUTINE DOCMNT
C
C






K o t O M = 1
K D A T A = 1
NVALUS = 0
IRESEU = 1
K P L O T = 1
X S P A C E = 10.0
P S I Z E = 25.0
IOCASE = 0
C
C *** TO SET DEFAULT VALUES FCR S P I C T
C
KHOKZ = 1
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Y Y M A X






















lF (KPLaT .Ld .2 ) CALL
IF iKPLOT.EQ.2J CALL
IFIKPLOT.EQ.3) CALL
IF IKPLOT.EQ.4 ) CALL















APPENDIX B - Continued
S U B R O U T I N E G E Q M i ( N U M P T , X P T , Y P T , Z P T , U P T , V P T , M P T )
*** TU READ GRID POINT INFORMATION AND ELEMENTS
*** FROM C A R D S W I T H USER SPECIFIED FORMAT.
COHMON/CONTRL/ K G E O M , K D A T A , K P L O T , K S Y M X Y , K S Y M X Z t K S Y M Y Z r N O T A T , X L H T t
1KHORZ,KVERT,PHI ,THETA,PS I ,NEWFR, ISCALE,PLOTSZ,XORGN,YORGN,
2 P S C A L E , K O I S P , O M A G , K O D E
COMMON/KUUNT/ NNOOE ,NNDEST ,NODI SP ,NVD I SP ,NWDI.SP
COMMON/SEQNCE/ IRESEQ
DIMENSION N U M P T ( l ) , X P T ( 1 ) , Y P T ( 1 ) f Z P T ( L ) , U P T ( 1 ) t V P T i I ) t W P T ( i )
DIMENSION A B C D ( 8 )
D I M E N S I O N F O R M T ( 7 )








































IF ( ikESEQ.NE.l) GO TO 700
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c




NODE(3) = NODE 3
N00£(4j = NODE4
DO 500 1=1,4
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SUBROUTINE GEUM2(NUMPT,XPT,YPT , I?T ,UPT , VPT , W P T )
C
C *** FOR INPUT OP N A S T R A N DECK TO DESCRIBE GEOMETRY.
C
COMMON/CONTRL/ K G E G M . K O A T A , K P L C T V K S Y M X Y , K S Y M X Z t K S Y M Y Z , N O T A T , X L H T ,
1KHORZ,KVERT,PHI , THETA ,P SI , NEwFR , I.SC AL E , PLOT SZ , XORGN , YORGN ,
2 P S C A L E , K O I S P , D M A G , K O O E
COMMON/SEQNCE/ IRESEQ
COMMON/KOUNT/ NNOOE,NNOEST ,NUDI SP ,N VI> I SP , NWOLSP
DIMENSION N U M P T ( 1 ) , X P T U ) i Y P T ( l ) , Z P T ( 1 ) ,UPT( 1 ) , V P T { 1 1 , W P T ( L )
DIMENSION A B C D < 8 )











LINEELI I ) = IOH
TRIAEH L) = IOH




D f c C O D f c t 8 0 f 5 0 . A B C D J WORD1
50 F O R M A T i A8)
I F l r t O R D l . E w . T E S T O ) GO TO 800
I F l W O R D 1 . E Q . T E S T 1 ) GO TO 100
I f ( W U R D l . t g . T E S T Z ) 60,61
60 UECOah(80 , l l l ,ABCU) IL INE£L(1) , I = 1,9J
111 F O R M A T ( 6 X , 9 A 8 )
GO TO 800
61 CONTINUE
I f - ( * iURUl .EQ.TEST31 62,63
62 D E C O D E ( 8 0 , l l l , A B C D ) iTR IAEL( I) , 1 = 1,9)
GO TO 800
63 CONTINUE
I F ( W O R D 1 . E Q . T E S T 4 J 64,65




IF IWOR01.EQ.L INEELI I)) GO TO 200
IF lwORJl .EQ.TRIAEU II) GO TO 300
I F ( W O K 0 1 . E w . w U A D E L { I)) GO TO 400
10 CONTINUE
I F l w O K D l . E Q . T E S T S ) GO TO 2000
GO TO 800
C ^




DECODE(80,101, ABCD) NUMPT (NNODE) ,-XP T( NNODE) ,YPT(NNODE)
l,ZPT<NNOQE)
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101 F O R M A T (8X t A 8 f 3X, 3F8.0)
C A L L 1RITE(NUMPT(NNOOU)
GU Tu 300
C












CALL RECUJTI 9, 1, 0tNEL,ND1fND2»ND3.ND4)
GO TQ dOO
C
C *** TU RcAO PLUTEL CARDS
C
250 CONTINUE
UECOUt t30 ,251 ,A8CU) NcL,NDl,ND2
251 F O K M A T i d X f 3 A 8 )
CALL IRITEINEL)
CALL IK ITE(NDl )
CALL I R I T E ( N D 2 J
N03 = 0
N0<t = 0
CALL H E C O u T ( 9 t l i O f N E L , N D l , N D 2 , N O 3 t N D 4 )
GU TO b00
C
C *** TQ KtAD CARDS CONTAINING ELEMENTS W I T H 3 GRID POINTS
C
300 CONTINUE
D E C U D E { 8 0 , 3 0 l , A 6 C D ) NEL,N01,ND2,N03
301 F O R M A T ( 8 X , A 8 , 6 X f 3 A 8 )
CALL IRITEl .NEL)
CALL IR ITE(NDI )
CALL IR ITE (ND2)
CALL I R I T E ( N D 3 J
NO^. = 0
CALL RECOUT(9f 1
 fO . NEL, ND1 , ND2 , N03:f ND4 )
GO TU 300
C




401 F O R M A T ( 3 X , A b , 8 X t 4 A 8 )
CALL IR ITEINEL)
CALL IR ITE(ND l )
CALL IR ITE(ND2)
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c














1F(NODE(IJ.EQ.O) GU TO 550
OU 510 J=1,NNUDE
IF(NOUE( n.EQ.NUMPT( J}) 511,510
511 CONTINUE





NOD El - NODE(1)
NOOE2 = NODEJ2J
NODE 3 = NODE (.3)
NODE4 = NODE(4)
700 CONTINUE







APPENDIX B - Continued
SUBROUTINE IR ITE(NUM)
C
C *** TU RIGHT ADJUST INTEGERS IN A FIELD WIDTH OF EIGHT
C




D t C O D E ( 3 , 2 f N U M J (Nil),1=1,8)
2 F O R M A T < 6 A 1 )
DO LO 1=1,b
II = 9-1
1F(N(I I UNE.LANK) GO TO 20
10 CONTINUE
20 NUM = NSAVt /UO** (a - I I ) )
RETURN
END OF IR ITE
SUBROUTINE G E O M 9 1 N U M P T , X P T , Y P T , Z P T , U P T , V P T , W P T )
C
C ***"USER SUPPLIED GEOMETRY INPUT SUBROUTINE.
C
COMMON/CONTRL/ K G E O M . K D A T A , K P L O T , K S Y M X V , K S Y M X Z . K S Y M Y Z , N O T A T , X L H T ,
1 K H O R Z t K V E R T f P H I , T H E T A , P S I , N E W F R f I S C A L E f P L O T S Z f X O R G N , Y O R G N ,
2PSCALE,KDISPt l )MAGfKOOE
COMMON/KOUNT/ NNOUE,NNDEST,NUDISP,NVDISP , NKDI SP
DIMENSION NUMPTdJ , XPT ( I) , Y PT ( I) , Z P T ( 1J , UPT (1 J , VP T ( i ) , WPT ( 1 )
C





APPENDIX B - Continued
Sub ROUTINE BOUND(MUMPT, X P T , Y P T , Z P T , U P T , V P T . w P T )
C
 f




COMMON/CUNTRL/ K G E O M , K D A T A , K P L O T , K S Y M X Y , K S Y M X Z , K S Y M Y Z , N O T A T , X L H T ,
IKHORZ.K. V E R T , PHI, THET A, PS I, NEWFR, I.SCAL E, PLOTSZ , XORGN , YORGN ,
2PSCALE,KDISP,DMAG,KODE
COMMON/L IMITS/ X X M A X , Y Y M A X , Z Z M A X , X X M I N , Y Y M I N , Z Z M 1 N , N D M A X , N D M I N ,
INELMAX,NELMIN
COMMON/XYZUM/ X Y Z M A X t 3 ) , X Y Z M I N ( 3 )
COMMON/KOUNT/ NNCDE ,NNDEST , NUDI SP ,N VD I.SP , NWDI.SP








CALL RtCIN( 10, l,5,NUMEL,NODEi,NODiE2,NODE3,NODE4)
IF(EOF,10) 1000,200
200 CONTINUE
IFINUMEL.LT.NELMIN.OR.NUMEL.GT.NELMAXJ GO TO 100
NODE!!) = NODE1
NODE(2J = NODt2





























1F( I .EW.2 .AND.KSYMXZ.NE.1)
IF! I .EQ.3.AND.KSYMXY.NE.1)
GT.NDMAX) GO TO 100
GO TO 20
GO TO 20




1) X Y Z M A X ( l )
U) XYZMINU)
) X Y Z M A X 1 2 )
) XYZMINm
3 ) ) X Y Z M A X ( 3 )
3 )  XYZMINT3)
= X P T ( N D )
= X P T ( N D )
= YPT(ND)
= Y P T ( N D )












APPENDIX B - Continued
X Y Z b l G = A b S ( X Y Z M A X U ) )
I f < A b S ( X Y Z M l N ( IJ) . G T . X Y Z 6 I G ) X Y Z B IG = A B S ( X Y Z M I N < I H
X Y < l M A X ( I ) = X Y Z b I G




SU6ROUT INE Z E R O O ( NUMPT , XPT., YPT , ZP T , UPT , VP T , WPT )
C
C *** INITIALIZES ALL DISPLACEMENTS TU ZERO.
C
COMMON/KQUNT/ NNOOE.NNDEST,NUDISP.NVOISP,NWDISP
DIMeNSIOiV NUMPTdJ , XP T( L) , YPT( 1J .^ZPTdJ ,UPF ( 11
 f VPT( L I t W P T C U










IF(NWDISP.EQ.O) GO TO 400
DO 350 I=1,NWOISP
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SUBROUTINE OATAHNUMPT,XP!,YP.T,ZPT,UPT,VPT,,*IPT)
C
C *** TO READ D ISPLACEMENT D A T A FROM C A R D S
C *** W I T H OSER SPECIF IED FORMAT.
C
COMMON/CONTRL/ K G E O M , K D A T A , K P L O T , K S Y M X Y , K S Y M X Z , K S Y M Y Z , N O T AT ,XLHT ,
1KHORZ,KVERT,PHI ,THETA,PSI ,NEWFR, - I .SCALE,PLOTSZ,XORGN,YORGN,
2Pi»CALE,KDISP,DMAG,KQO£
COMMON/KOUNT/ NNCOE,NNDEST,NUDISP,NVDISP,NWDISP
C O M M O N / S c w N C t / IRESEw
DIMENSION NUMPTIU , X P T ( 1 J , Y P T ( IJrZPTi 1) ,UPT ( I ) , VPT ( I) , WPT (1 )
DIMENSION A 6 C D ( 8 )
DIMENSION F O R M T ( 7 )
DIMENSION I S A V ( 1 0 ) , O S A V { 1 0 , 3 )
10 FORMAT I c!
C *** TO READ D I S P L A C E M E N T INFORMATION
C
T E S T = bHFORMAT
R E A D ( 5 , 1 0 ) ABCD
D E C O D E { 8 0 , ^ 5 , A B C O ) r t O R D , K V A L U
^5 F O R M A T ( A 6 , 1 X , I 1)
I F l K V A L U . E g . O ) K V A L U = 1












J-ORMATt lHl,///»20Xt* SORRY, FORMAT FOR DATA NOT GIVEN*)
STOP
CONTI NOE
utCJOEi t30,5u, A B C D ) FORMT
J - O K M A T C lox, 7 A i o )
CONTINUE
KOUNT = 0
Irl iMOuISP .NE.O ) KOUNT = KOUNT-t-1
IF ( N V U 1 S P . N E . O ) KOUNT = KOONT^-1
IFl Nrtbi SP.NE.O) KOONT - KOONT<-1
R c A D I 5 , F O R M T ) ( I S A V I K ) , ( D S A V t K , I ) , 1 = 1 , K O O N T ) , K = 1 , K V A L U )
DO A-00 K = l , K V A L U
IDUM = I S A V ( K )
lf( IDUM.EQ.O) GO TO 1000
IF( IRESEQ.NE. l ) GO TO 700
FOR RESE'JUENCEO GRID POINTS
DO 500 J=1,NNOOE
I F ( N O K P T ( J ) . E Q . I D U M ) 501,500
C O N T I N U E
isJONT = 1
IF(NODISP.NE.O) 610,620
OP l~( J) = D i A V ( K . K G U N T )
KOUNI = KOUNT*I
CONTINUE
IF » N V D 1 S P . N E . O ) 630, t>40
V P T ( J ) = D S A V ( K . K C U N T )
K G O N T = K O O N T t l
CONTINUE
IF < NriUI SP.NE.O ) 650,t>60
w P F l J ) = D S A V t K , K O U N T )
55

































END OF DATA I
56
APPENDIX B - Continued
SUBROUT i M t O A T A S C N U M P T . X P T , Y P T , Z P T , U P T , V P T , W P T )
c
C *** TO RlAU DISPLACEMENT DATA FROM TAPE20.
C
COMMON/ CONTRL/ KGEOM ,KOAT A, KPLOT ,*S YMXY , KS YMXZ , KSYMYZ , NOT AT ,XLHT ,
!KHORZ,i<VEKT,PHl , THE T A , P SI i NtKFR , I SC ALE t PLOT SZ , XORGN
 f YQRGN ,
2PSCALE,KDISP,DMAG,KUDE





DO 10 1 = 1, NVALUS
KUUNf = 0
IFiNUDISP.NE.O) KGUNT = KOUNT-H
IF(NVDl SP.iME.O) KOUNT = KOUNT^l
IF(NwDliP.NE.OJ KOUNT = KOUNT*-!
REA0120) IDUM, (DSAV(K) ,K=1,KQUNTJ
KOUNT •= I
I F(. NUDiSP.NE.O) 610,620
610 UDUM = O S A V I K O U N T )
KUUNT = KOUNT+1
o<!0 CONTINUE
I F t i M V O l S P . N E . O J 030,640
6JG VUUtf = D S A V ( K O U N T )
KOUi^T = KGUNT+1
Q<»0 CONTl iMUE
I F t N w D l S P . N E . O » 6pO,660
bi>0 i«OOM = D S A V ( K O U N T )
660 CONTINUE








IF(NUDISP.NE.O) O P T ( I D U M ) = UOUM
IF(NVOISP.NE.O) V P T ( I O U M ) = VOUM
IF lN^D iSP.NE.O) W P T ( I D U M ) = wDUM
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END OF O A T A 5
SU3ROUT INE D A T A 9 ( N U M P T , X P T , Y P T , Z P T , U P T , V P T , W P T )
C
C *** USEK SUPPLIED DISPLACEMENT INPUT SUBROUTINE.
C
COflMON/CONTRL/ KGEOM ,KDAT A, KPL OT ,-KS YMXY, KSYMXZ, K SYMYi ,NQT AT , XLHT,
l K H O k Z , K V E K T , P H l , T H t T A , P S I , N £ r t F R , I S C A L E , P L O T S 2 , X O R G N , Y O R G N ,
2PSCALE,K t ) ISP ,OMAG,KODt
COMMON/ KOUNT/ NNODE t NNDcST , NUDl SP ,N VD I SP ,NKO I SP
DIMENSION NUMPK 1) , X P T ( 1 ) , Y P T ( 1 > , Z P T ( 1 ) , UPT ( I ) , VPT( 1), WPT ID
C





APPENDIX B - Continued
SUBROUI INE P N T G U T t I OUT , NUMPT , XPT ,.YPT , ZPT , UPT , VP T, WP T )
C
C *** FUR PRINTED O U T P U T OF INFORMATION IN BLANK COMMON - III
C
COMMON/KOUNT/ NNOOE .NNOEST , NOD I SP ,N VL> I SP , NWOI SP
DIMENSION NUMPT( 1 ) , X P T ( I) , YPT ( 1) , ZP T( 1) , UP T ( I ) ,VPT( 1) , W P T ( 1)
GU JU ( 1000,2000) IOOT
1000 CONTINUE
G
C *** FOR O U T P U T OF G E C M E T R Y INFORMATION
C
M R 1 T E ( o
 116)
lo f O R M A T ( / / / , 5 X , * G R I D P O I N T I N F O R M A T i ON* , / / / )
W R I T E ( o f 1 7 )
17 F O R M A T ( 5 X f *RESEQUEi \ lCED* f4X f *USEK INPUT*/
l 5X , *bR ID P O I N T * , 5 X , * G R I O POINT*/
^5X,*NUMdER*,9X,*NUMciER* , l3X,*X* , 14X , * Y* , 14X , *Z * / / )
00 30 I = 1 , N N O O E
W R I T E ( 6 , l d > If i M U M P T i I) , XP T (I) , YPT < I ) , ZPT ( I )
13 F O R M A T ( 2 x t r i O f 3 X f i i O f 3 X , 3 E i 5 . 4 )
30 CONTINUE .
w R I T Q ( 6 f 1 9 )
19 F U R M A T ( / / / , 5 X , * E L E M E N T INFORMATIJiN - WITH RESEQUENCEO GRID POINTS
I*/ / /)
W R I T E ( O f 2 1 )
<il F O R M A T ! 5 X , * R t S £ Q U t N C t D * , 4 X t * U S E R INPUT* , 19X ,*GR I D POINTS*/
l i > X f * E L c M E N T * t 8 X f * E L E M t N T * /
25X,*NUMbER*,9X,*NUMSER*,13X,* l * ,9 .X, *2* , 9X ,* 3* ,9X,
RErtlND 10
1 = 0
35 C O N T I N U E
1 = I + l
CALL RtCIN( 10, 1 ,5 ,NUMEL,NODEl ,NOOt2,NODE3fNOUE4)
1F (EOF,10 ) 36 ,37
J6 R E T U R N
37 CONTINUE
W R I T E ( o , 2 2 ) I , NUMELf NGUEl,NLiDE2fNOUE3fNOUE4




C *** FOR OUTPUT OF D I S P L A C E M E N T D A T A
C
« R I T E ( o , 2 1 0 )
210 H O R M A T ( / / / , 5 X , * D I S P L A C E M E N T S TO BE P L O T T E D * , / / / )
W R 1 T E ( 6 , 1 7 )
D O 2 3 0 I = l f N N O D £
U = 0.0
IF(NUUI SP.NE.O) t; = UPHI)
v.= p.o
IHNVUI SP.NE.O) V = V P T ( I )
W = 0
w = 0.0
.O) M = W P T ( I )
I ,NUMPT( I )





APPENDIX B - Continued
SUBROUTINE D S C A L E ( N U M P T , X P T , Y P T , Z , P T , U P T , V P T , W P T )
C
c *** THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE SCALE FACTOR F.OR DISPLACEMENTS
c
COMMON/CONTRL/ KGEGM,KDATA,KPLOT,KSYMXY,KSYMXZ,KSYMYZ,NOTAT,XLHT,
1KHORZ,KVERT,PHI,THETA,PSI ,NEwFR , I.SC ALE , PLOT SZ ,XORGN ,YQRGN ,
2PSCALE,K.OISP,OMAG,KOOE
COMMON/SAVEV/ OMAGStlDMAG
C OMMON/KOUN T/ NNCDE,NNOEST,NUOISP,N VDISP,NWDISP
DIMENSION NUMPTl 1) ,XPT(1J t YPT ( 1) , ZPTC 1) ,UPT ( 1)
 f VP Tl 1 ) ,WPT(1)
IF(KUISP.Ew.O.OR.KUlSP.E«.2) GO TO 10







IF(NUUISP.EQ.O) GO TO 500
IF(AttS(UPT(I)J.GT.OMAX) DMAX = ABS(UPT(I)J
'JOO CONTINUE
IFINVUISP.EQ.O) GO TO 501
1F( ABS(VPT( I )) .GT.DMAXj DMAX = AbiS(VPT(I)J
501 CONTINUE
1FINWDISP.EQ.O) GO TO 502








APPENDIX B - Continued
SUBROUTINE P L O T ( N U M P T , X P T , Y P T , Z P I , U P T , V P T . W P T J
C
C *** FOR GENERATING PLOTS.
C
COMMUN/CONTRL/ K G E O M , K D A T A , K P L O T , K S Y M X Y , K S Y M X Z , K S Y M Y Z , N O T A T , X L H T ,
1KHORZ.KVERT ,PHI , THE T A, PS I , NEWFR,I.SCAL E, PLOT SZ,XORGN , YORGN ,
2PSCALE,KDISP,OMAGtKODE
COMMON/LI MITS/ X X M A X , Y Y M A X , Z Z M A X , X X M I N , Y Y M I N , Z Z M 1 N, NDMAX, NDMINt
INELMAXfNELMIN
COMMON/XYZLIM/ X Y Z M A X { 3 ) , X Y Z M I N ( 3 )
COMMON/CORGN/ X O A B S , Y O A B S , X P M A X , X S P A C E . P S IZE .
COMMON/GLOOP/ I LOOP




DIMENSION NUMPTm ,XPTI n . Y P T C D ,ZPT(H ,UPT(U , V P T ( n , W P T I I )




1 F O R M A T ( S A I O )
2 F O R M A T i I X , 6 A 1 0 )
C
C *** TO' MAKE ALL GRID POINT NUMBERS NEGATIVE-
C
Du 50 I=l fNNODE








1TOABS = YOABS + YMCVE





















IF(II.EQ.2.AND.KSYMXY.NE.1) GO TO 300
IFtII.EU.2.AND.KSYMXY.EG.1) ZSIGN = -1.0
YSIGN = 4-1.0
60
APPENDIX B - Continued
DO 510 JJ=1,2
IFl JJ .Ev j .2 .ANO.K>SYMXZ.NE. l ) GO TO 510
IK JJ.EQ.2. A.MD.KSYMXZ.EQ.i) YS IGN = -L.O
X S I G N = + 1.0
DO i>20 KK=1,2
IF{K.K. tg .2 .A iN lD.KSYMYZ.NE. l ) GO TO* 520
I F ( K K . u Q . 2 . A N O . K S Y M Y Z . E Q . l ) XS1GN = -1.0
C




CALL RECINi 10, 1, 5,NUMEL,iMODEl»NOOE2,NODE3,NOOE4)
IF(EOF,10) 1000,200
200 CONTINUE
IFfMUMcL.Lr.NELMIN.OR.NUMEL.GT.NELMAX) GO TO 100
Nooem = NODE i
N O O E 1 2 ) = N O D E 2
NODct3) = NGOE3 •
NODE(4) = NOOE^t
00 10 1=1,4
NO = NUQEt U
I F i N U D f c i I J . E Q . O J GO TO it
C
C *** TO MAKE GRID POINT NUMBERS CONNECTED BY ELEMENTS P O S I T I V E
NUMPKrtO) = IABS<MJMPT(i \ ,0) J





J = K V t R T
DO 20 N=1,NEND
NO = NODE(N)
1 F I X P U N D J . G T . X X M A X ) GO TO 100
I F ( X P T t N O ) . L T . X X M I N J GO TO 100
I F ( Y P H N D ) . G T . Y Y M A X ) GO TO 100
I F ( Y P T t N D ) . L T . Y Y M I N ) GO TO 100
1 F I £ P T ( N D ) . G T . Z Z M A X ) GO TO 100 ' -
IF(ZPUND) . LT .ZZMIN) GO TO 100
X O I S P I N ) = 0.0
Y U I S P t ^ J = 0.0
Z O I S P I N ) = 0.0
IF(KDISP.cQ.l . AND.NUDISP.NE.O) XDISP(N) = UPT.(ND)
IF(K.DISP.Ew. l .AND.NVDISP.NE.OJ Y O I S P t N ) = VPT1ND)
IFtKDISP.EQ. i . AND.NWDISP.NE.OJ ZO.ISP(N) = W P T ( N D )
X ( N ) = X S 1 G N * ( X P T ( N D ) * X O I S P i N ) * D M A G * X S H I F T ) / P S C A L E
y j N ) = YSIGN* iYPT(NC)*YDISP(N)*DMAG+YSHIF t ) /PSCALE
Z(Ni) = ZSIGN*IZPTINO)«-ZDISP(N)*DMAG+ZSHIFT)/PSCALE
20 CONTINUE




XROTINi = A(l, U*X(N)*A(It2)*Y(NJ>AU ,3J*Z(N)




APPENDIX B - Continued
X R O T ( N ) - X R O T ( N ) + O E L X
Y R Q T ( N ) = Y R O T ( N ) + U E L Y
I F I X R U T ( N ) . G T . X P M A X ) XPMAX = X R O T { N )
25 CONTINUE
XCENT = XC tNT /FLQAT(NENOJ- (6 .0 /7 .0 ) *XLHT




[F(NOTAT.Eu.2) CALL NUMBER ( XCENT, YCENT.XLHT , AL
 f 0. 0, -1 )
C *** TO PLOT ELEMENTS
C
CALL CALPLT(XROT(U ,YKOT(1) ,3)
UO 30 M=2,NENU
CAcL CALPLT(XROT(N) ,YROTIN) ,2)
30 CONTINUE
CALL CALPLTJXROT(NEND) ,YRGT (NENU) ,3
IF<NENO.GT.2) 35,36
35 CALL CALPLUXROTd) ,YROTd) ,2)


























































































GT.NDMAX) GO TO 601
X ( 1 J = X S l G N * ( X P T i N U J * - X S H [ F T ) / P S C A L E
Y ( l ) = Y S I G N * { Y P T ( N O ) + Y S H I F T ) / P S C A L E
X O I S P t l ) = 0.0
YU1SP( 1) = 0.0
Z D I S P ( i ) = 0.0
IF lNUutSP.NE.O) .XDISP l l ) = UPT(NUs)
IF (NVDISP .NE .O) YDlSPd) = V P T ( N D )
IF1NWUISP.NE.O) Z O I S P ( l ) = WPTCNDJ
X ( 2 ) = X S I G N * ( X P T ( N O ) - « - X O I S P ( l J * O M A G - « - X S H I F r j / P S C A L E
YU) = YSIGN*( YPTlNOJ*YOISP(l)*OMAG*XSHIFT)/PSCALE




XKOTiN) = A( 1,1 J*X(N)*A( I,2)*Y(N)+AU ,3)*Z(N)
62
APPENDIX B - Continued
Y R O T ( N ) = A ( J , 1 ) * X ( N ) + A ( J , 2 1*Y IN ) -t-A (J , 3 ) *Z I N )
XROTIN) = XROTIN)+DELX
Y R U T ( N J = Y R O T ( N ) + D E L Y
605 CONTINUE
X A R W = 0.06
YARrt = X A R k / 3 . 0











SUBROUTINE R u T A F
*** S E T S UP C O E F F I C I E N T S OF ROTATION MATRIX
COMMON/CUNT RL/ KGECM ,KDAT A , KPLOT ,,KS YMXY , K S Y M X Z , K S Y M Y Z , NOT A F , XLHT,
1KHORZ.KVERT,PHI , THETA , P SI ,NEWFR, I.SC ALE , PLOT SZ ,XORGN , YORGN ,
2 P S C A L E , K O I S P , O M A G , K O D E
COMMON/ABLK./ A ( 3 , 3 )
PI = 3. r-fl5S»2653b
SUMPHI = SIN(PHI*PI /180.0)
COSPH1 - CUS(PHI*P1/160.0)
SINTHc = S IN(THETA*PI /180.01
COS THE - C O S ( T h E T A * P i / 1 8 0 . 0 )
SINPSI ^ S1N(PSI*PI /180.0}
COSPSi = C O S t P S I * P I / 1 6 0 . 0 )
Al l , l ) = COSTHE*COSPSI
A ( 1 , 2 J - COSPSI*SINT.HE*S1NPHI-SINPS1*CPSPHI
A ( l , 3 ) = SINTHE*COSPHI*COSPSI«-SINPHI*SINPSl
A ( 2 , l ) - S INPSI*CCSTHE
A ( 2 , 2 J = S1NTHE*SINPHI#S1NPSI+COSPHI*COSPSI
A ( 2 , 3 J = SINTHE*COSPHI*SINPSI-SINPHI*COSPSI
A t 3 , U - -SINTHE
A ( 3 , 2 J = C O S T H E * S I N P H I
A(3,3J = COSTriE*CCSPHI
RETURN
LND OF R O T A T
63























0 0 1 0 N=l,2 . . .
X - XYZMIN(1)
IFU.EQ.2) X = XYZMAX(l)
Y = XYZMIN(2)
IF(M.Ey.2) Y = XYZMAX(2)
Z = XYZMIN(3)
IF(N.EU.2) Z = XYZMAXO)








IF(XROT.GT.XRMAX) XRMAX = XROT
IFUROT.LT.XRM^) XRMIN = XROT
1F{YROT.GT,YRMAX) YRMAX = YROT
IMYRUT.LT. YRMIN) YRMIN = YROT
10 CONTINUE
J,3J*Z
YR = A S S ( Y R M A X - Y R M I N )
I F t Y R / H S C A L E . G T . P S I Z E )
XRMAX = X R M A X / P S C A L E








tiMO OF X Y S C A L
PSCALE = Y:R/PSIZE
64











*** FUR GENERATING EXPLODED PLOTS.
COMMUN/CONTRL/ KGEOM ,KDAT A, KPLOT ,.KS YM XY, K SYMXZ .KSYMYZ ,NOT AT , XLHT,
IKHGRZtKVERT.PHI ,THETA,PSI , NEWFR.-I.SC AL E , PLOT SZ ,XOKGN , YORGN,
2PSCALEiKDISP.OMAG.KODE
DIMENSION Xl<V) rY(<») tZ(4)
*** TO CALCULATt THE INCENTER Of- TRIANGLES
IF(NENU.EQ.3) 10,20
10 CONTINUE






XOC = AC1*X m+AC2*X(2)+AC3*X( 3)

























XI I ) = X<I)*DMAG
Yd) = Y(I)*DMAG
ZU) •= Z( I)*DMAG
200 CONTINUE




*** SH1F1 CORNERS OF ORIGINAL AND REDUCED TO MAKE CENTROIDS MATCH
DO 400 I=i,NEND
xm = x<i j +
65
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VU) = Y( 1 J-MYOC-YRC)






C *** TO DRAW ARROWS FROM XltYl TO X2tY:2.
C
DEN = SQRTl{X2-Xl)**2+(Y2-Y1)**2)
IF(iJEN.EQ.O.O) GG TG 5000
C = (XI-X2J/DEN
S = {Y1-Y2)/DEN
C A L L C A L P L T J X l . Y l , 3 i
CALL C A L P L T ( X 2 , Y 2 , 2 )
I F i N C . L T . U GO TO 1000
XA = X2+ (C*XHEAD-S*YHEAD)
YA = Y 2 * ( S * X H E A D * C * Y H E A D )
CALL C A L P L T ( X A , Y A , 2 )
IF (NC.LT.2) GO TO 1000
X6 = X 2 * ( C * X H E A U - S * l - Y H E A O ) )
Y6 = Y2M S * X H E A D 4 - C * ( - Y H E A D ) )
CALL Cr tLPLT(XB,Y8 ,21
IF(,NC.LT..3) GO TC 1000
CALL CALPLT(X2,Y2,2)
IFINC.LT.4) GO TO 1000
XC = X2<-<-S*YHEAO)
YC = Y2*-l-t-C*YHEAO)
CALL C A L P L T ( X C , Y C , 2 J
I F ( N C . L T . 5 > GO TO 1000
XD = X ^ * ( - S * ( - V H E A D ) J








APPENDIX B - Concluded
SUBROUTINE NIDLET ( NUMPT , XP T , YP T, ZP T» UPT t VP Tf WP-T )
C
C *** FOR ANNOTATING GRID PUINT NUMBERS ON PLOTS.
C
COMMON/CONTRL/ K G E O M , K D A T A , K P L O T , K S Y M X Y , K S Y M X Z , K S Y M Y Z t N O T A T , X L H T ,
iKHORZ,KVERT,PH l ,THETA,PS I ,NEWFR , I.SC ALE , PLOT SZ , XORGN , YORGN ,
ZPSCALE.KDlSPiDMAGtKOOE
COMMON/LIMITS/ X X M A X , Y Y M A X t Z Z M A X , X X M I N f Y Y M I N , Z Z M I N f N D M A X , N D M I N ,
iNELMAXtNELMIN
CGMMON/XYZLIN/ X Y Z M A X < 3 ) , X Y Z M I N < 3 )
COMMON/A3LK/ A ( 3 , 3 )
COMMON/KOUNT/ NNOOE,NNDEST f NUUISP»NVDISP f NWOISP
COMMON/PutLS/ DELX .DELY
DIMENSION NUMPT( l ) , X P T < 1 ) , Y P T U ) , Z P T ( I) , UPT 11 ) , VPT ( 1 ) , W P T ( I )
I I = K H O R Z




DO 500 I= l fNNODE
I F ( N O M P T ( I J . L E . O J GO TO 500
IHNOMPTl U «LT .NOMIN.OR.NUMPT( D..GT.NDMAX) GO TO 500
I F ( X P T { I) . G T . X Y Z M A X d J i GO TO 500
I F I X P T J D . L T . X Y Z M I N C 1) ) GO TO 500
I F i Y P T ( I ) . G T . X Y Z M A X 1 2 ) J GO TO 500
1 F ( Y P T ( I ) . L T . X Y Z M I N ( 2 ) ) GO TO 500
IFUPTm.GT.XYZMXO) ) GO TO 500
IFUPTl It . LT .XYZMIN(3» GO TO 500
X = ( X P f i U * X S H I F T ) / P S C A L E
Y = < Y P T < n+YSHlFT) /PSCALE
Z = ( Z P T ( 1 ) * Z S H I F T I / P S C A L E
X R O T = A ( I I , U * X * A ( I I , 2 ) * Y * A ( I I , 3 ) * Z
Y R Q T = A ( J J i i J * X + A ( J J f 2 ) * Y + A ( J J f
XL = X R O T + X L H T / 2 . 0
YL = Y R O T + X L H T / 2 . 0
XL = X L + O E L X
YL = YL+OELY
AL - N O M P T t I )






LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CONTOUR PLOTS
An overall flow chart for this program is given in figure 13. The MAIN program is
used to allocate blank COMMON storage and to call other subroutines necessary to read
input data and to generate the desired plots. The purpose of each subroutine is described
in comment cards in the listing. A subroutine called DOCMNT consisting entirely of
comment cards is included in the program. Subroutine DOCMNT contains (1) a directory
of selected variables used in the program, (2) user-input instructions, and (3) a descrip-
tion of plotting subroutines which are required from the Langley Graphic Output System
library.
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PROGRAM MAIM I NF LT=20l ,OUTPUT=20l ,TAPE5= INPUT , TAP£6=OUT PUT »
1TAPE20=201)
C
C *** THIS IS MAIN P R O G R A M HHICH CALLS OTHER SUBROUTINES
C
C
C *** USER DOCUMENTATION IS GIVEN IN SUBROUTINE DGCMNT
C
INTEGER NUMPT, X P I , Y P T , W P r , R A C P . T , NUMEL t NODE 1 , NODE2 , NOQE3 , NOD E4,
ICENTR
COMMON/KOUNT/ NNCDE , NELPT
 t NNDfcST> NELESI
COMMON/ CONTRL/ I NFOR,KGECM, KDATAt KS 1GN.KPLUT
 t XORGN, YORGNt
IP SCALE, I SCALE, wMAG , I CNTR , XLHT , NXLAB ,XL ABl 10 i , NYLAB, YLAfl { 10)
CGMMUN/GKUDE/ KCOE.NPLOT
CUMMQN/ VALUES/ NVALUS
CCMMON/CASEID/ I C C A S E
COMMON/ S A V E V/ *MAGS, ICNTRS
CGMMuN/SlZEXY/ XM IN IM ,XMAXIM , YM1N IM , YMAX I M, XSPACE , Y SPACE
COMMON ^LL( 1J
DiMcNSlUN Af lCU(t i ) t B C O ( 2 »











C *** TO READ TITLt CARD hOR RUN
C
READ(i>,iOJ ABCO
10 F O K M A T i 8A10)
l F ( E O F , i > ) 2222,3333
2222 CALL PSTUP
3333 CONTINUE
r tRI IEU. l l ) ABCD
11 F O R M A r ( / / / t 2 0 X , a A 1 0 , / / / )
CALL INITAL
IFIKPLOT.NE.4.0R.KUATA.NE.5J GU 10 111
REMIND 20
CALL MESAGE( l ,2HhENTERING CCNTOUR. PROGRAM, 24)
CALL MESAGEd, 19FSELECT DESIRED HODE.19J
CALL MESAGE(1 ,18HEY PRESSING FN KEY, 18)
CALL NEXT INKEY)
I MODE = NKEY-1
IF( I M U D E . L Q . O ) GO TC 111
DO 57 J^l t lMODE
DO i>8 I-1,NVALUS




HEIGHT = 0. 15
X S T R T = 2.0*HEIGFT+2.0
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Y S T R T = 1.0
C A L L N U T A T E U S r R T t Y S T k T , H E I G H T , A B C O t 9 0 . 0 , a O )
CALL NFRAME
C
C *** 10 SET POINTERS FCR BLANK COMMON STORAGE ILL
C *** (WITH INTEGER NAMES CF ARRAYS USED IN CALLED SUBROUTINES)
C
NUMPT - I












15 FORMAT( / / / , 20X , *8LANK CCMMGN STORAGE LLL REQUIRES AT LEAST *,I6,
1* LOCATIONS FUR THIS CASE* / / / )
C
C *** CALL SUBROUTINES FCR INPUT OF CONTROL VALUES AND GEOMETRY
C
tg.lJ C A L L GECMK
2ZZZ INUMEL) ,ZZ / (NCDE1J ,ZZZ1NODE2J ,ZZZ(NOOE3J ,ZZZJNOUE^) , Z Z Z « C E N T R J )
IKKGcUM.EQ.2J C A L L GfcC«2(
, Z Z Z ( R A D P F J ,
!F(KGtJM.tt<.9) CALL GEGK9(
IZZZdNUMPT i . Z Z Z l X P D . Z Z Z t Y P T J . Z Z Z t W P I ) , Z Z Z ( R A D P T ) ,
<dZZZtNuMEL) ,ZZ4! . (NOuEHiZZZCNCDE21- ,ZZZ(NaUE3) , ZZZ ( NODE^J , ZZZ I CENTRJ J
CALL X Y S C A L i
IZZZt NUMPT) , Z Z ^ ( X P T J , Z Z Z { Y P T ) , Z Z Z < W P T 1 f Z Z Z ( R A D P T ) ,
2Z ZZ <NUMEL)t LLL (NODE!) , LLL (NCU£2)» LLL <NGL)E3) ,ZZZ (NODE^; , ZZZ{ CENTRJ )
CALL ENCLOSC
IZZZi NUMPT)
 t ZZZ t X P T ) , ZZZ { YPT ) , Z ZZl.WP T ) i Z Z Z ( R A D P T ) ,
2ZZZ1NUMEL) , ZZZ ( NOUt I ) , ZZZ INCD E2) t ZZZ I NODE3) , ZZZ (NUDEv) t Z Z Z ( C E N T P J )
CALL PNTOUTt l ,
1ZZZ4NUMPD , ZZZ ( X P T ) , ZZZ ( YPT ) , Z Z Z * WPT ) ,ZZZ { R AliPT ) ,
2ZZZd\UMEL)f ZZZINCCEDi ZZZ (NOOE2) ,ZZZ< NODE3) , ZZZ (NODE4) , ZZZ ( CENTR.) )
600 CONTINUE
IFi IOCASE.EU.O) GC TO 650
REAO(^ ,10 ) A8CO
wRITE io . l l J AbCU
HEIGHT - 0.15






KZZZINUMPTJ , Z Z Z C V > P T ) ,ZZZ< NUKEL ) , ZZZ ICENTR) )
IF iKUATA.EQ. l ) CALL DATA1
U ZZZ I NUMPT) , ZZZ ( W P T ) t Z Z Z ( NUWEL ) , £ZZ (CENTR ) )
I F ( K D A T A . E g . 5 ) CALL D A T A 5
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1 ( Z Z Z ( N U M P T J i ZZZ UP TJ ,ZZZ(NU*ELJ f ( ZZZJCEMTR) )
If UOATA.EQ.9J CALL Q A T A 9
HZZZ(NUMPT) .ZZZUPT) , ZZZ i NUKEL J , ZZZ { CENTRJ )
CALL P,'>iTOUTl2,
IZZZiNUMPT) , ZZZ(XPT) , ZZZi YPT), ZZZ (WPT) ,ZZZ(RADPT),
2ZZZ(NUMaL),Z^.Z(NOCEU, ZZZ ( NCOE2) , ZZZ( NLHJE3) , ZZZ (NODE4) , ZZZ ( CENTR} )
C
C *** CALL SUBROUTINES FOR PLOTTING GEOMETRIC LAYOUTS
C
700 CONTINUE





CALL S C A i - E W ( Z ^ . Z ( k P T J f Z Z Z ( C E N T R J »
LABEL = dH rtMAG =
tNCOJ t ( ^0 ,333 ,BCC) LABEL, WMAG
333 FOKMAT i A8,E12.4)
HEIGHT - 0.15
X S T K T = X S P A C E
Y S T R T = 2.0*HElGhI
CALL i M O T A T E ( X S T R I , Y S T R T , H E l G h T , a £ D , O . O f 20)
Y SPACE =* 0.0
i f i Y S P A C E . L T . 5 . 0 * h E I G H T ) Y S P A C E = 5.0*HEIGHT
XOKGN = - X M I N I M / P S C A L E + - X S P A C E
YORGN •- F L L ) A T ( K S I G N J * ( - Y W I M M ) / P S C A L E * Y S P A C E
CALL CA i ,PLT(XURGN»YORGN, -3 )
iFt iNPLJf .LE.3J 2C1.202
2 0 1 C u N T i N u E
CALL LAYUUTtNPLOr,
i^Z^tiNiuftPT J ,ZZZUPT J , Z Z Z ( Y P T J , Z Z Z ( W P T J
 t ^ Z Z ( R A D P T J ,









iF (NPLuT. tU.5J C/lLL POIM.S(KlNU, iSlZE, ZZZ ( XPT ) , Z Z Z < Y P T ) J
IFl iNfU*.tu-.i) CALL v^NUOtl
I Z Z Z t U U M f T I , Z Z Z ( X P T > , ZZZ ( Y P T J .ZZZ . t .wPT j , Z Z Z ( R A O P T ) ,
2ZZZl*Ui v ! fcL) t Z Z / l H \ i C O t l ) , Z Z Z ( N O C E 2 J t Z Z Z l N O U E 3 ) , ZZZ (NOD £4) , ZZZ I C E N T R ) J
I F( INFuK.EU.2 J C A L L W E L N T (
IZZZnNiUrtPT j , Z Z Z ( X P T » , Z Z Z I Y P T ) ,ZZZ( w P T ) , Z Z Z ( R A D P T ) ,
2 Z Z Z 4 N U M 6 L J , ZiZ ( NODE1 J , ZZZ (NOD E2 ) > ZZZ ( NOLJE3 J , ZZZ (NOUE^ J , ZZZ ( C ENT 8 U
CALL BGUNCl
l^ZZtNUMPT J , / . Z Z < X P T ) , ZZZ ( Y P T J , Z Z Z ( w P T ) , Z Z Z ( R A O P T J ,
/ i Z Z Z ( N L i M f ; H , Z Z Z ( N C O E l l f i Z Z ( N C O E 2 J t Z Z Z ( N a U E 3 J ,ZZZ(NODE4) , ZZZ ( CENTR J)
'JOO
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IRKOQc.tw.O) GO TO 150
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SUBROUTINE DOCMNT




















































NAME LIST OPTION - CONTAINS VALUES TO ALLOCATE STORAGE IN BLANK COMMON III,
AND CONTROL VALUES NEEDED BY THE PROGRAM.
THt FOLLOWING VALUES ARfc INCLUDED
NNL-EST = ESTIMATE NUMBER OF GRID POINTS TO BE USED. VALUE MUST BE
GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO THE ACTUAL NUMBER OF GRID POINTS.
** DcFAULT = 200 **
NELfcST = ESTlfATED NUMBER OF ELEMENTS TO" BE USED. VALUE MUST BE
GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO THE ACTUAL NUMBER OF 'ELEMENTS.














= 1 FOR GRID POINTS AND
SPECIFIED FORMAT.
- 2 FOR NASTRAN DECK WITH CARD IDENTIFIERS
AND DATA IN COLUMN WIDTHS OF B.
= 9 FOR USER SUPPLIED SUBROUTINE - GEOM9.
- DEFAULT = 1 **
SPECIFIES SUBROUTINE AND CORRESPONDING METHOD
BE REPRESENTED BY CONTOUR LINES.
1 FOR SUBROUTINE DATA! TO READ IN DATA TO
FROM CARDS WITh USER SPECIFIED FORMAT.
•= 5 FOR SUBROUTINE OATAS TO READ IN DATA TO BE PLOTTED
FROf, TAPE20.
- 9 FOR SUBROUTINE OATA9, A USER SUPPLIED SUBROUTINE.
** DEFAULT = I **
NVALUS - USEi: IF KDATA =
DATA TO BE PLOTTED WHICH
** DEFAULT = 0 **
IRtSEQ = 0 FOR NO RESEQUENCING OF GRID' POINT NUMBERS.
= 1 TO RESEQUENCE GRID POINT NUMBERS IN SAME ORDER
AS IHEY ARE INPUT.
** DEFAULT = I **
KHLUT SPECIFIES THE TYPE OF OUTPUT DEVICE TO BE USED.
1 FOR CALCOMP.
2 FOR CALCOMP WITH PLOTTING SPEED REDUCED TJ USE LEROY
3 FOR VAR1AN.
^ FOR CRT (USE CDC250 SCOPES AT LRC)
1 **
TO BE PLOTTED IS SPECIFIED
TO BE PLOTTED IS SPECIFIED
1 **
5 10 SPECIFY THE NUMBER OF SETS OF








AT THE GRID POINTS.
AT THt ELEMENT CENTROIDS.
**
XSPACE = SPACE BETWEEN PLOTS l.N X-OIRECTION,
** DEFAULT = 10.0 **
IN INCHES.
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C KS1GN = -1 TO CHANGE SIGN OF Y URDINATES.
C = 1 DO NCf CHANGE SIGN UF Y COORDINATES.
C ** DEFAULT = 1 **
C luCASE = 0 FOR NU TITLE CARD PRECEDING
C DECK CF DATA TO BE PLOTTED.
C = I FOR TITLE CARL PRECEDING
C DECK OF DATA TO BE PLOTTED.
C ** DEFAULT - 0 **
C MODEL GEOMtTRY IS NOw INPUT IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING FORMSi
C DEPENDING ON THE VALUE OF KGE'OM SPECIFIED IN NAMELIST OPTION.
C USE IF KGEGM = 1
C (AJ A SINGLE CARD CONTAINING THE WORD FORMAT IN COLUMNS 1-6 AND
C A VARIABLE FORMAT CORRESPONDING TO THE FORMAT OF THE GRID
C POINT CARDS WITH LEFT P.AR.ENTHES IS STARTING IN COLUMN 11
C AND UP TO SO COLUMNS MAY t>E USED.
C l&J DECK OF GRID POINT CARDS. EACH CARD CONTAINS 3 VALUESf GRID
C POINT NUMBER (INTEGER) , X-COORDINATE IREADt AND
C Y-UUURDIf\ATE 1REAL). THE FORMAT IS SPECIFIED BY <A) ABOVE.
C (C) A SINGLE CARD CONTAIMNG THE WORD ENDGRID IN COLUMNS 1-7.
C (Di A SINGLE CARD CONTAIMNG THE WORD FORMAT IN COLUMNS 1-6 AND
C A VARIABLE FORMAT CORRESPONDING TO THE FORMAT OF THE
C CLEMENT CARDS WITH LEFT PARENTHESIS STARTING IN COLUMN 11
C AND UP TG tiO COLUMNS MAY flE USED.
C IE) DECK OF ELEMENT CARDS. EACH CARD CONTAINS 5 INTEGER FIELDS
C WHICH ARE THE ELEMENT NUMBER, AND GRID POINT NUMBERS AT THE
C VERTICES CF THE ELEMENTS. FOR TRIANGULAR ELEMENTS THE
C LAST INTEGER FIELD MUST BE BLANK OR ZERO.
C THE FORMAT IS SPECIFIED IN (0) ABOVE.
C IFJ A SINGLE CARD CONTAIMNG THE WORD ENOGEOM IN COLUMNS 1-7.
C USE IF KGEOM = I
C (AJ A SINGLE CARD CONTAINING THE WORD TRIAEL IN COLUMNS 1-6 AND
C UP TO NINE NASTRAN TRIANGULAR ELEMENT CONNECTION NAMESt
C WHICH ARE LEFT-ACJUSTED IN FIELD WIDTHS OF 8, STARTING IN
C COLUMN 9 (COLS. 9-16, 17-24, ..., 73-80). THIS CARD CAN
C bE OMITTED IF TRIANGULAR ELEMENTS ARE NOT USED FOR THE PLOT
C id) A SINGLE CARD CONTAINING THE WORD QUADEL IN COLUMNS 1-6 AND
C UP TO NINE NASTRAN QUADRILATERAL CONNECTION NAMESt WHICH
C ARE LEFT-ADJUSTED IN FIELD WIDTHS OF 8, STARTING IN COL. 9
C (CULS. 9-16, 17-24, ..., 73-80). THIS CARD CAN BE OMITTED
C IF QUADRILATERAL ELEMENTS ARE NOT USED FOR THE PLOT.
C iCJ « NASTRAN BULK DATA CECK. ONLY THE GRID CARDS AND THE
C ELEMENT CCMNECTICN CARDS WITH NAMES MATCHING THOSE GIVEN ON
C THE TRIAEL AND QUADEL CARDS WILL BE USED FOR THE PLOT. ALL
U CTHER CARDS IN THE NASTRAN BULK DATA DECK WILL BE IGNORED.
C ID) A STNGLfc CARD CONTAINING THE wORD ENDGEOM IN COLUMNS 1-7.
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C USE IF
 :KGEOM = S
C CALL SUBROUTINE GEOM9 WHICH 15 PREPARED BY. THE USER TO READ
C GEOMETRY DATA.
C CASE IDL-MTIFICATION CARD.
C THIS CARD IS CMITTED IF IDCASE^O IS SPECIFIED IN $OPT1QN.
C IF PRESENT, THIS CARD CONTAINS ANY DESIRED ALPHANUMERIC
C INFORMATION IN CCLS.I-80. WILL APPEAR BEFORE EACH DATA PLOT.
C DATA TO D£ PLOTTtO IS NO* INPUT IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING FORMS,
C DEPENDING ON THE VALUE OF KDATA SPECIFIED IN NAMELIST OPTION.
(. USE IF KUATA = 1
C IAJ A SINGLE CARD CONTAINING THE WORD FORMAT IN COLUMNS 1-6 AND
C A VARUBLE FORMAT FUR IHE DATA CARDS WITH LEFT PARENTHESIS
C STARTING IN COLUMN 11 AND UP TO 80 COLUMNS MAY BE USED. IF
C CUNIRUL VARIABLES ARE INCLUDED FOR MORE THAN ONE GRID
C POINT OR ELEMENT PER CARD, THE NUMBER OF GRID POINTS OR
C ELEMENTS PER CARL MUST BE ENTERED AS AN INTEGER IN COL. 8.
C (b) i,ECK OF DATA TO EE PLOTTED!. THERE CAN BE MULTIPLE DATA
C VALUE SETS PER CARD OR T,H£ SET CAN EXTEND TO MORE THAN ONE
C CARD (OFTEN ThE CASE WITH NASTRAN PUNCHED OUTPUT) WHICH CAN
C BE HANDLED hllH A FORMAT PUR READING MULTIPLE CARDS.
C . ICJ BLANK CARC OR CARDS TO END. DATA DECK. THE NUMBER OF BLANK
C CARDS MUST CORRESPOND TO IHE NUMBER OF CARDS READ AT ONE
C TIME BY THE SPECIFIED VARIABLE FORMAT.
C Ui>E IF KDATA = b
C READS NVALUS (FROM NAMELIST OPTION) SETS OF CONTROL VARIABLE
C VALUES FROM TAPE20. EACH SET OF CONTROL VARIABLES MUST HAVE
C BEEN WRITTEN CN TAPE20 AS AN UNFORMATTED RECORD.
C USE IF KDATA = S
C CALL SUBROUTINE CATA9 WHICH IS PREPARED BY THE USER TO READ
C DATA TO BE PLCTTED.
C NAKELISI PICT - CCMAINS VALUES NEEDED TO GENERATE PLOTS.
C THE FOLLOWING VALUES ARE INCLUDED



























































NPLOT SPECIFIES TYPt OF PLOT JO BE GENERATED.
NPLOT = 1 IF ELEMENT LAYCUT WITHOUT LABELS IS DESIRED.
= 2 IF ELEMENT LAYOUT WITH GRID PT. LABELS IS DESIRED.
= 3 IF ELEMENT LAYCUT W4TH ELEMENT LABELS IS DESIRED.
= 4 IF CONTOUR PLOTS ARE DESIRED WITHOUT SYMBOLS AT GRID POINTS.
= 5 IF CCMCUR PLOTS ARE DESIRED WITH SYMBOLS AT GRID POINTS.
** DEFAULT = 4 **
XORGN = X-LOCATICN OF ORIGIN OF FIRST PLOT, IN INCHES.
** DEFAULT = 0.0 **
YORGN = Y-LOCATICN CF OR1GJN OF FIRST PLOT, IN INCHES.
** DEFAULT = O.C ** .
PSCALE = MODEL SIZE REDUCTION FACTOR, PSCALE = ACTUAL MODEL
SIZE/DESIRED PLOT SIZE.
** DEFAULT = 1.0 **
ISCALE = METHOD OF SCALING CONTROL VARIABLE DATA TO BE PLOTTED.
CUNTCUR LINES HAVE ONLY INTEGER VALUES ANNOTATED ON
THE PLOT AND, THUS, THE DATA MUST BE SCALED SUCH THAT
THESE INTEGERS klLL CONTAIN THE DESIRED NUMBER OF
SIGNIFICANT DIGITS. THE DEFINITION OF WMAGS AND
ICNTRS DEPENDS CN THt VALUE OF ISCALE.
ISCALE = 1, FCR USER SPECIFICATION OF SCALE FACTORS.
= 2, FOR PROGRAM CALCULATION OF SCALE FACTORS TO GIVE
THE USfcR SPECIFIED NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT DIGITS IN
ANNOTATION CF THE .MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE CONTOUR LINE.
= 3, FCR PROGRAM CALCULATION OF SCALE FACTORS TO GIVE
WMAGS AS THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF DATA.
** DEFAULT = 3 **
riMAGS - (FUR ISCALt = li , MAGNIFICATION OF CONTROL VARIABLES
FOR ^NOTATION OF CONTOUR LINES ON PLOT.
(FUR ISCALt = 2), NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT DIGITS IN
ANNOTATION OF MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE CONTOUR LINE.
(KMAGS = 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, ETC.)
(FOR ISCALE = 3), MAXIMUM VALUE OF SCALED DATA,
WMAGS MUSI Bfc LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 2 (MAXIMUM CCNTOUft
LINE IS INTEGER TRUNCATION OF WMAGS).
** DEFALLT = 10C.O **
ICNTRS - (FUK ISCALE =1), USER SPECIFIED CONTOUR INTERVAL
(DIFFERENCE IN INTEGER VALUES OF ADJACENT CONTOUR
LINES).
(FOR ISCALt •= 2 OR 3), APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF DIFFERENT
CONTOUR LINt VALUES, THE CONTOUR INTERVAL IS
CALCULATED BY THE PROGRAM.
** DtFAULT = 1.0 **
XLHT = HEIGHT OF INTEGERS TO BE ANNOTATED ON PLOTS, IN INCHES.
** DEFAtLT = O.lD **
NXLAb = TUTAL NUMBER OF LINES PARALLEL TO Y-AXIS ALONG WHICH
CONTOUR LINtS AKfc TO BE LABELED, MUST BE .LE. 10, (ALL
CQNriUR LINES ARE LABELt.0 WHERE THEY INTERSECT. WITH
IHESc SELECTED LINES). THESE LABELS ARE IN ADDITION
TO ThCSfc AUTCMATICALLY PROVIDED AT BOUNDARIES OF THE
CONTOUR SURFACt.
** DEFAULT - 0 **
XLAd = ARRAY QF DISTANCES IN X-DIRECTLON FROM THE ORIGIN TO
LINES PARALLEL TO THE Y-AXIS ALONG WHICH CONTOUR LINES
ARL LABELED. THERE MUt>T BE NXLAB OF THESt VALUES AND
THEY MUST Qt .IN UNITS OF THE ORIGINAL (UNSCALED) MODEL.
** DEFAULT = ALL ZEROS **
NYLAb - SAME AS NXLAB FOft LABBL LOCATIONS PARALLEL TO X-AXIS.
** DtFAULT = 0 **
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YLAB = SAME AS XLAB FOR I.ABEL LOCATIONS PARALLEL TO X-AXIS.
** DEFAULT = ALL ZEROS *#
KUuE - SPECIFIES CONTROL OPTION AFTER PLOT IS COMPLETE.
- U, FOR LAST PLOT, EXIT FRCM PROGRAM.
= it HEAC ANOTHER NArtELIST PICT.
= 2, READ A Nt* SET OF CONTROL VARIABLE VALOES TO BE
PLOTTED, INCLUDING A CASE IDENTIFICATION CARD IF PRESENT
= 3, RtAD A COMPLETE NEW SET.OF INPUT DATA, INCLUDING A
TITLE CARD.
** DEFAULT = 0 **
C THc ABOVE COMPRISES A COMPLETE BASIC SET OF INPUT DATA IF
C KUUE = 0 IN SPICT. FOR KCDE = 1, Z, OR 3, ADDITIONAL SECTIONS OF
C THE BASIC DECK MUST BE REPEATED. THE DECK MUST END WITH
C NAMELIST $PICT HAVING KODE =0.
C
c . . . .
c
£. $ ***** * $$***#******#*********#*******,*********#** ****^
c
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TKIS is THE NORMAL Moot PROCESSOR. THE NECESSARY
PARAMETERS AND LINKAGE ARE SET UP TO OUTPUT A TAPE
FOR THE CALCUMP 780/763 0.0 10/0. 005-i NCH STEP PLOTTER.
CALL CALCCMP
THIS CALL MUST BE GIVEN BEFORE THE FIRST CALL TO A
PLCTTING ROUTINE.
SUBROUTINE LEROY
THE PARAMETERS NECESSARY TO ACCOMODATE PLOTTING WITH THE
LIQUID INK PEN ARE SET UP BY CALL LEROY.
'
CALL LEROY
THIS CALL SHOULD ONLY CJE USED WITH THE CALCOMP PROCESSOR.
IN ADDITION TC REDUCING THE SPEED OF THE PLOTTER FOR
ALL PLOTTING MOVEMENTS, THE NUMBER OF PLOT VECTORS IN ANY
ANNOTATION IS CONSIDERABLY INCREASED.
SUbRLUTINt PSEUDO
INITIALIZES PLOT VECTOR FILE FOR VARIAN PLOTTER
CALL PSEUDO
SUBKCUTINE CDC250
INITIALIZES CATHODE RAY TUBE CONSOLE.
CALL CBC25.0
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C PURPOSE TC MOVE THE PLOTTER. PEN TO A NEW LOCATION WITH PEN UP
C OF DOWN AND TC SIGfMAL THE END OF A JOB SEGMENT 8Y
C INCREMENTING THE BLOCK ADDRESS NUMBER.
C
C USE CALL C A L P L T t X t Y , I P E N )
C
C W H E R E
C
C XfY ARE THE FLOATING POINT VALUES FOR PEN MOVEMENT.
C
C IPEN = 2 PEN .COW.N
C
C = 3 PEN tP
C
C NEGATIVE I.PEN WILL ASSIGN X=0, Y^O
C AS THE LOCATION OF THE PEN AFTER MOVING THE
C X,Y (CREATE A NEW REFERENCE POINTI AND
L INCREASE THE BLOCK NUMBER BY ONE.
C
C COMMENTS ALL X AND Y COORDINATES MUST BE EXPRESSED AS FLOATING







C PUKPUSt TO CRAW NASA STANDARD PLOT SYMBOLS CENTERED ON A GIVEN
C COCKOINATE VALUE.
C




C A IS THE X COORDINATE FOR THE CENTERED SYMBOL
C IN FLOATING POINT INCHES.
C
C B IS THE Y COORDINATE FUR THE CENTERED SYMBOL
C IN FLOATING POINT INCHES.
C
C NO IS AN INTEGER SPECIFYING THE SYMBOL TO BE USEDY
C
C IS IS AN INTEGER VALOE SPECIFYING THE SIZE SYMBOL
C TO BE USED.
C
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C PURPOSE TO CRAW ALPHANUMERIC INFORMATION FOR ANNOTATION AND LABEL IN
C AND PROVIDE SPECIAL CENTERED SYMBOLS FOR ANNOTATION OF
C DATA PCINTS.
C




C X,Y ARE THE FLOATING POINT PAGE COORDINATES OF THc
C FIRST CHARACTER. FOR ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS
C THE COORDINATES OF THE LOWER LEFT-HAND CCKNER
C CF THE CHARACTERS ARE SPECIFIED.
C
C
 : HEIGHT SPECIFIES CHARACTER SUE AND SPACING IN FLOATING
C . POINT INCHES FUR A FULL-SIZE CHARACTER. THE
C WIDTH OF A CHARACTER WILL 6E (4/7J*HEIGHT AND THE
C .SPACE BETWEEN CHARACTERS IS I 2/7J*HEIGHT.
C
C BCD IS THE STRING OF ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS TO 8E
C , . . , -' . . DRAWN.
C
C T h E T A IS ThE ANGLE IN FLOATING' POINT DEGREES AT WHICH
C THE I N F O R M A T I O N IS TO Bt D R A W N .
C































































TO CONVERT A FLOATING NUMBER TO BCD (EXPRESSED IN
F FORMAT), AND DRAW THE RESULTING APLHANUMERIC CHARACTERS.
CALL NUMBER(X,Y,SIZt,FPNtTHETA,N)
WHERE
X,Y ARE THE COORDINATES IN FLOATING POINT INCHES
CF THE LEFT LOWER CORNER OF THE FIRST DIGIT
OF OUTPUT*
SIZE IS THE HEIGHT OF THE PLOTTED NUMBER IN FLOATING
POINT INCHES.
FFN IS THE FLOATING POINT NUMBER TO BE DRAWN.
THETA IS THE ANGLE IN FLOATING POINT DEGREES AT WHICH
THE NUMBER IS TO BE DRAwN.
N IS THE NUMBER OF OECI'MAL DIGITS TO THE RIGHT
OF THE DECIMAL POINT FOR OOTPUT.
N = -1 AND N = 0 BOTH SPECIFY NO DECIMAL -PLACES,
HOWEVER, -1 SUPPRESSES THE DECIMAL POINT.
THE NUMBER IS RESTRICTED TO A MAXIMUM OF 12 DIGITS.
THE ROUTINE TRUNCATES THE FLOATING POINT NUMBER AT THE
REQUIRED CECIKAL PLACE.
SU8RQOTIN£ NFRAME
USED BY VARIAh PLOTTER TO ADVANCE PLOTTING FRAME.
CALL NFRANE
SUBROUTINE NEXT
PROVIDES A BREAK POINT OR HALT CURING APPLICATION PROGRAM
EXECUTION. OPERATOR MUST PRESS FUNCTION KEY TO RESUME,
AND NUMBER OF KEY IS RETURNED IN CALLING PARAMETER.
CALL NtXUNKEY)
WHERE





























































APPENDIX C - Continued
SUBROUTINE MESAGE
PROVIDES THE CAPABILITY TO DISPLAY A MESSAGE ON THE CRT250.
CALL MESAGEd tBCO.N)
WHERE
I INDICATES INTENSITY OF CHARACTER DISPLAY.
BCC IS ADDRESS OF ARRAY CONTAINING THE MESSAGE
IN HOLLERITH FORM.
N IS THt NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN THE MESSAGE iLESS THAN 50)
SUBROUTINE PARAMS
USEU TO GENERATE A TABLE OF SYMBOLIC NAMES THAT CAN BE
ACCESSED USING THE ALPHANUMERIC KEYBOARD ON THE CRT250.
CALL PARAWS(BCD,VAR)
WHERE
BCC IS THE HOLLERITH REPRESENTATION OF SYMBOLIC NAME.
VAR IS PRCGRAM VARIABLE REFERRED TO BE SYMBOLIC NAME.
UP TO 3 PAIRS OF VARIABLES MAY BE SPECIFIED IN A SINGLE
CALL TO) PARAMS. TAULE HAS CAPACITY FOR 42 PAIRS.
SUBROUTINE KFORMAT
ALLOWS PROGRAMMER TO CHANGE FORMAT FOR KEYBOARD INPUT.
CALL KFOR*AT(NHBCDJ
WKEPE
N IS THE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN BCD.
H IS REQUIRED.









*** FUR CHANGING VALUES liMPU.T BY $PICT USING CRT.
COMMUN/.COUTRL/ 1NFOR ,KGECM, KCAT A* KS IGM, KPLOT , XORGN, YORGN,
IP SCALE, ISCALE,wMAG, ICNTI< ,XLhT,NXkAb,XLABl lO) , NYLAB , YLAB (10)
COMMON/ S A V E V / W M A G S , I C N T R S
COMMON/GKOUE/ KGDE.NPLOT
COMMON/ SI ,dEXY/ XWIMM,X fcAX IM,YMlN lM ,YMAXIM,XSPACE,YSPACE
*** FOR INTEGER CGNTRCL VALUES
CALL K F C R M A T ( 3 h I l C )
CALL PARAMS
CALL PARAMS(!JLNPLCT,iNPLCT,6HSCALE, ISCALE , 6L ICNTRS, ICNTRS)
CALL PARAMbtaLNXLAB.NXLAS.SLNYLAa.NYLAB)
CALL MESAGEl 1 , 32FTO CHANGE INTEGER CONTROL VALUESt3^)
CALL MtSAGtU, 13HVA«IA6LES ARE, 1.4)
CALL MtSAbEtl,21hNPLQT, ISCALEt iCNTRS,21)
CALL McSAGE(lfl2HNXLAbt NYLA8.12J






















PARAtiS ( 5L XURGN , XORGN , 5LYORGN , YURGN ,6LP SC ALE, PSCALE»
PARAMS I 5L«MAGS.WMAGi,^LXLHT-, XLHT J
PARAMS ISLXLAb I, XLABl i) .5LYLAB1 ,YLAtJ( 1))
MtSAUE(1.39HTO CHANGE FLOATI.NG PCINT CONTROL VALUES. 39}
MtSAUE( 1, 13hVAR IABLES ARE.lJl
McSAGEd .20HXGRGN. YORGNr PSCALE.20I
MESAGEl 1, ill-WMAGS. XLHT, 11)
MESAGEI i, 12FXLAB1, YLABi,i2i
M c S A G E l l , 1 7 h A N Y K>EY COKT INUESt L 7 )
NcXHiSiKtY ) '
CCkTl
SUBROUTINE C C R T 2
*** FOR SELECTING CCiNTRCL OPTION, KODE, AT END OF JOB USING CRT.
ENDS JOB, 18)
TO ALJER EXISTING PLOT, 32)







M E S A G E l I f i b h F N KEY 34
MtSAGt i i , 32HFN KEY 33
MESAGEl I , 42hFN KEY 36




.EQ.34) KGDE = 0
lFlNKtY.tU.3S) KCCE •= 1
IFlNKc/.t(j.36) KCDt = 2
lFlNKtY.EQ.37) KCDt = 3
RETURN
END OF CCRT2'
.37) GO TO 10
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SUBROUTINE CCRT3
C
C *** REMINDER TO PUT EOF ON PLOT FILE WHEN USING CRT.
C
CALL MESAGEdt lH ,1)
CALL MESAGEd t< t5HLAST REMINDER TO PUT EOF ON PLOT FILE, IF ANY,45)
CALL MESAGEdt IH ,1)
CALL MESAGEdt^OhLO IT AT NEXT PLOT FILE COMPLETE MESSAGE,-
CALL MESAGEd, IH ,1) .







C *** TC TERMINATE JOB
C







APPENDIX C - Continued
SUBROUTINE IN1TAL
*** lu SE1 VALUES FCK CONTROL PARAMETERS
COMMON/ KGUN1/ NNCUEtNELMT,NNDEST,NELEST
COMMON/ CGNTRL/ 1KFGR tKGEGM, K C A T A , KS IGN, K.PLOT , XORGN, YORGN,





COr tMON/SAVtV/ WM/SuSt lCMRS
COrtMUN/Si iEXY/ X W l N I M , X W A X I f f Y M ! N I M , Y M A X I M , X S P A C E , Y S P A C E
NAMEL iST / OPTION/ NNDEST .NELfcST ,KGEOM, KUAT A, NV ALUS











*** UtSCRl fTLOM UF VALUtS IN $QPriQN GIVEN 1M SUBROUTINE OOCMNT
























XLAiJ( 1 i - u.O
Y L A b ( I) = 0.0
10 CONTINUE
KOOt = 0
R t A D ( 5 t U P T I O N )
Ii-(KPLuT.LE.2i
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SUBROUTINE GEOMl (NUMPT,XPT,YPT,wPT,RAOPT,NUMEL,NODEl ,NODE2,
lNODt3,NCUE<t,CEMR)
*** J0 RcAc) GEOMETRY C A T A FROM CARDS HAVING A GENERAL FORMAT
COMMON/ KUUNT/ NNCOE , NELf.T , NNDEST
 t NELEST
COMMON/ CUNT RL/ INFOR .KGEOM t KUATAt KSIGN, KPLOT » XORGN t YORGNf
1PSCALE, ISCALE,wMAG,ICNTR,XLhT,NXLAB,XLA6<lO),NYLAB, YLABUOJ
DIMENSION NUMPT(l) ,XPTil) ,YPTt 1),WPT(1) ,RADPTil) ,NUMEL(1J ,







C *** TO READ GRID INFORMATION
C
100 CONTINUE
K E A D ( 5 , i O ) ABCO
10 F O R M A T ( a A l O )
I F l A B C O t n . E Q . T E S T l J GO TO LOGO
I F i A B C D ( L ) . f c Q . T E S T 3 ) ijO,60
30 CONTINUE
DECOUEiaO, 55f ABCO) FORM!






HRI T£( o ,555J
555 FORMAT! IX, /// , 1CX , * X X X X X SORRY, THE ESTIMATE OF NUMBER OF NODE
1 POINTS WAS EXCEEDED X X X X X * )
STOP
551 CONTINUE




C *** TU KtAO ELEMENT CCNNECT IGM INFORMATION
C
200 CONTINUE
R E A O ( 5 » 10J A6CO
IFlAbCOm.Ew. T E S T 2 ) GO TO 2000
1F(ABCUIU.EQ.TEST3J 250,260
230 CONTINUE






W R I T E ( 6 , 5 5 6 )
556 FOKMATt lX,///,iOX,*XXXXX SORRY, THE ESTIMATE OF NUMBER OF ELEM
ItNTS rtAS EXCEEDEC XXXXX*)
STOP
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SUBROUTINE GEOM2 ( NUMPT , APT ,*Pl *WI»T, RADPT , NUMEL, NODE UNUOE2,
lNOU£J,NOL»E4 fCENTR)
C
C *** TU REAU N A S T R A N GEOMETRY D A T A
C
COMMON/ KOUNT/ NNCCE , NELMT , NNDEST-, NELE ST
CUMMON/CONTRL/ INFOR .KGECM, KDATiA, KS IGN, KPLOT , XOKGN, YORGN,
1PSCALE, iSCALEt *MAG, ICNTR , XLHT , NX4.AB , XLAb 110) , NYLAB , YLABt l 0)
DIMENSION NUMPTlDt XPTUJ t YPT 1 1 ) , KPT U J , RADPT i I ) ,NUMEL( 1» ,
iNUUEi(lJfNUUE2(U ,NOt)£3(lJ ,NOOE4< iJ ,CENTR(1J
DIMENSION A B C O ( b )
DIMENSION NDPTUJ
OIMENSICN . T R I A E L 1 9 J
10 F C R M A T ( a A 1 0 j






TRIAEU i) = IOH
QUAUEH i) - IOH
li> CONTINUE
3UO CONTINUE
R E A O ( 5 , 10) ABCU
IF<£uF,5) 1111,750
750 CUNTINUE
i>0 FUKMAI I A3)
IFlrtUKDl.EQ.TESm GO TO 80C
IFl rtOkLil.Ew.TESU) GO TC 20C
I F i w J K U l . E Q . T E S r S J 62.6.3
62 UECGUEl60,101,Ai3CUJ (TR I AEL ( 1 J , 1= 1 , 9J




u4 UECuUEiaO. lO l .ABCD) ( UU ADEL ( I J . 1= 1 , 9 J
GO TU 800
65 CONTINUE
. DO 70 1^1,9
IF(wURDl.EQ.TRIAEL( IJ) GO TC 300
iFlrtURLU.EU.tiUACEU U) GO TU 400
70 CONTINUE
IF(wuRUl.EU.TESli j ) GO TC 20CO
GO TO BOO
C




D t C O O c ( d O , 2 0 i , A B C C J IDUM , XUOM, YOJM
201 F O H M A T t aX , A8 , BX , 2F8.0J
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;>50 C O N T I N U E
55i> FuRMATl 1X,///,1CX,*XXXXX SURRYf THE ESTIMATE OF NUMBER OF NODE





YPT(NNUDE) = YOU* . .
GU TO dOO
C . . .
C **# TO READ CARDS CONTAINING ELEMENTS WITH 3 GRID POINTS .,
 :
t . . .
. i O U CONTINUE . . .
O E C U U i z i B O f J O l t A B C C ) I D U M ,NDPTi I ) - r N D P T ( Z ) , N D P T i 3 ) . . . .
3 0 1 F O R , - i A T ( d X , A 8 f 3 X i 3 A d J
CALL IKITE( IDUMj
 ; . ,
LALL IRITEtNOPTC 1) J
CALL lRITt(NDPT(2 J )
CALL IK1TE(NDPT(3))




5ao FURMAVI IX, ///t LcX r*XXXXX SORRY, THE ESTIMATE 0^ NUMBER OF EL£M
IENTS WAS EXCEEOEC XXXXX*)
STOP - . , - • - . ' : . - . - - • -
051 CONTINUE
NUMELdMcLMTJ = IUUM .
N O D E H N t L M I ) = f \ D F T < l )
N O U E 2 ( N E L M T I - N D P T 1 2 )
N ( J D t 3 ( N t L M T i = N D P T C 3 ) ' ' ' . ' " ' ' ' ' ' .
NOUE4tN.ELMT J1 = 0 .' .
G O T O 8 0 0 " ' ' . . . .
^ ' ' ' ' . ' ' ' '
C *** TU KEAU CARDS CCMAIMNG ELEMENTS WITH ^ GRID POINTS
C
400 CONTINUE
DECOOE{aO,401,ABCC) IOUM ,NDPT { I) , NDPT ( 2) , NDPT I 3) , NDPT (41












N U M c L ( N E L M T ) - I D U M
N U D E H N E L M T ) = N D P T i l )
N U D E 2 ( i M t L M T ) = N U P T t 2 )
N U D E 3 ( i v l £ L M T ) = N D P T ( 3 )
N O D c t l N E L M T ) = N L P T ( 4 )
Gu TJ dOO
89











D E C U D E ( d , l , N U M ) N S A V E
1 F O R M A T ! 13)
D E C U O E l b , 2 , N U M ) < M I J , I = 1,8)
UU 10 l-l,o
1 I = S- I
IMN( m.NE.LANK) GU TO 20
10 CGNTIiNUE
20 NUM = !M$AVt/<10**<8-lU J
RETUKN
tNU OF IRITE
SUBROur IrJt GEOM91NUMPT, XPT
 t V PT f HPT, RACPT, NUMEL , NODE 1 , NODE 2 ,
C
C *** USER SUPPLIED GECMETRY INPUT ROUTINE
C
C O f - i M U N / K U U N l / N N U C £ , N E L M T , N N L E S T f N E L E S T
C O M M O N / C O N T R L / I N F O R , K G E G M , K C A T A , K S I G N t K P L O T , XORGN. V O R G N t
IP SCALE, i S C A L E , r i M A G , I CNTR ,XLHT , NXL Ad , XLABi 10 I , N Y L A B i YLAB ( 10}
U I M E N S i U N N U M P T 1 1 ) , X P T i U , Y P T t U ^ W P T J 1) , R A D P T ( 1 J , N U M E L t 1) t
i N O u E l l i l , i N U U E 2 ( l ) , N C U E 3 { i J ,NODE4( 1 ) , C E N T R ( 1 )
C





APPENDIX C - Continued
SUBROUTINE £EROK(NUMPT,UPT, MJMEL,OENTRJ




DIMENSION NUMPHU ,wPT( 11 ,NUMEL(11 , GENTR( II
GU TU I i.OG,i>GG) 1NFCR
100 CONTINUE
UO 110 i^i.NNOEST
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SUBROUTINE DAT AU NUKPT , hPT , NUMEL.CENTR)
C




1 P S C A L E , I S C A L E , W M A G , I C N T R , X L H T f N X L A B , X L A B ( 1 0 ) , N Y L A B f Y L A B ( 10)
COMMON/SEilNCE/ IRESEQ '
DIMENSION NUMPTM) ,hPTli) .NUMELU), CENT Rl 1)
DIMENSION A b C L > ( 8 )
DIMENSION F O R M T 1 7 )
DIMENSION I S A V ( 1 C ) , O S A V ( 1 0 )
10 F O R M A T ( d A i U )
T E S T - oHFOKMAT
R E A D ( 5 i IOJ AbCD
DECUJtl B0,4it AbClJJ wORDtKVALU
t5 F O R M A T ! A o , I X , 1 I)
I F ( K V A L U . E Q . O ) KVALU = I
I F ( W O H D . t v j . T c S T ) 300 t ^00
200 w R I T E ( 6 , 2 0 )
20 FORMAT! 1H1,/ / / ,2GX,* SORRY, FORMAT FOR DATA NOT GIVEN*)
S T O P
300 LGNfi iNUE
O E C O D t I d O » 5 0 i A B C C ) FORMT
50 F O R M A T ! i O X , 7 A I O )
100 CONTINUE
R E A D 1 5 , F G R M T ) ! 1 S A V ! K ) , O S A V ! K ) , K = 1 , KVALU)
GO TO i310,610) INFOR
C
C *** FOR D A T A AT GRID POINTS
C
ilO CONTINUE
DO iioO K = 1 ,KVALU
IDJi-t = 1 S A V ( K . )
IF!IDUH.Ew.O) GO TO IOOC
WDUM = D S A V I K )





IF !NUMPT(J ) .Ey . iCUM) 501,500
aOl W P T ( J ) = WDUM
GO TJ i>50
5 0 0 C O N T I N U E




C *** FUK o«TA AT ELEMENT CENTROItiS
C
o l O C O N T I N U E
DO 060 K = l , K V A L U
I CUM = I S A V ( K )
IF! IUUi-I.Ew.0) GG TO 1000
WDUil = D S A V ( K )
IF! I R f c i E t l . E l i . U CO TO 620
C E N f R t I D U M ) = wCUM
oG TG oou
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620 CuNl'iNUE
DO 6UO J=1,!MELMT
[FlNUMcLlJJ .tw. IDUM) 6Ci,6UO
uOl CENTK(J) - WOUM
GO 10 o50
600 CONTINUE




R c T U K N
OIF O A T A 1
iUBRUUT INE OA1 A5 < NUN.PT , V«PT , NUMELi CENTR)
C
C *** TU RtAD O l S P L A C E M t N T D A T A FROM TAPE20
C
CUMHUN/X.OUNT/ Nf \ ( .OEfNELKT t NNDEST,NELEST
CUMMON/CONTRL/ IN FOR ,KGEOM , KUATA, KS iGN f K.PLOT i XURGN, YORGNf
1PSCALE, i SCALE t W M A G f I CNTR ,XLhT ,NXL Ab , XLAB( 10 )» NYLABt YL Aii( 10 J
COMMUN/VALUES/ NVALUS
CuMMOiM/SEWNCE/ IRESEQ - '
OlMt^ilLN N U M P T C 1) thPT i H , NLiMEL (1 i , CENTRi 1)
Du 10 I = l,iNVALU5
R E A C 1 2 0 J 10UM,*OUM
l?U TU {510,610) INFtiR
C
( , #<c* f^UK O A l ' A AT u R I D P O I N T S
C
5 1 0 C O N T I N U E
1F{ I R L S E U . t Q . U tC TU 520
w P T ( I U U M ) = W O U M
GC TU 10
5 2 0 C O N T I N U E
DU 500 J=1,NNOOE
IFiNUMPK JJ.Eti.10UM) 501,500





C *** f-uK O A T A AT ELEMENT CENTROltS
C
610 CONf lNUt
1F{ lKESEw.Eti.1) CC TO 620




IFINUMEU J) .EU.1COM) 601,60C
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SUbRUUT INE OAJA9 (1SUKPT , V»PT , NUMEL, CENTR)
C
C *** UicR SUPPLIED M CATA INPUT ROUTINE
C
COMMON/ KOUNT/ MODE , NELKT » NNDEST , NELEST
COHMUN/CUNTRL/ 1NFOR ,KGEOM,KDATA*KSIGNiKPLOTfXORGNtVORGNt
1H SCALE, liCALEtivMAGf ICiNiT R , XLhT , NXLAB ,XLAB ( lO),NYLABf YLAB(IO)
DIMENSION NUMPTl 1) ,WPTl 1) , NUMELU i » CENTRl 1)
C





APPENDIX C - Continued
SUBROUTINE PNTQUT(10UT,NUMPT,XPr ,YP,T ,WPT,RAOPT, NUMtL,
1NODEI,NOOE2»NOOE3,NCOE4,CENTR)
C
c *** FOR PRINTED OUTPUT OF INFORMATION IN BLANK COMMON - zzz
c
CGMMUN/KOUNT/ NNUCE,NELMT,NNCEST,NELEST
COMMON/CONTRL/ INFOR ,KGECM, KDATA-, KS LGN.KPLOT , XORGN, YORGN,
IP SCALE, ISCALE,WMAG, ICNTR,XLHT,NXLA6,XLAB, ( 10 ), NYLAB, YLAB (10)
DIMENSION N U M P T ( l ) , X P T ( 1 ) , Y P T { 1 ) , W P T ( 1 ) , R A D P I ( 1 ) , N U M E U 1 ) ,
INODcK1) ,NODE2(1) ,NODE3(1) ,MODE4(1) ,CENTR(1)
GO TU (1000,2000) 1CUT
1000 CONTINUE
C
C *** FGR OUTPUT OF G E O M E T R Y INFORMATION
C
w R ! T E ( o , 1 6 )
16 F O K M A T ( / / / , 5 X , * G R I D POINT INFORMATION*,// /)




DO 30 1 = l.NNQDE




19 FUR, - IAT ( / / / , 5X , *ELEMENT INFORMATION - WITH RESEUUENCED GRID POINTS
I*/ / /)
W R I T E ( 6 , 2 1 )
21 FURMAH5X,*KcStUOENC£D*,4X,*UStR INPUT*,19X,*GRID POINTS*/
i3X , * tL tMENT* ,8X, *ELEMENT* /
25X,*NUrtaEK*,9X l*NUMBtR*,13X,*l*,9.X,*2*,9X,*3* f9X,*4*//)
00 3i> I = l .NELMT
rtki It (o ,22) I, NUMEU I) ,l\iOO£ 1 ( I ) ,NGDE2 ( I) , NOOE3( I) ,NODE4(I)











FOKMATl / / /, pX , *D ATA TO BE PLOTTED*,///)
IF{ iNFOK.uvj.l) WR1TE(6,220)
FUKi«IAr(:>X,*RESfct;UENCED GRID POINT NUMBERS AND DATA VALUES*,//)
IF( liMFOR.EQ.2) HRITE(6,230)
FGkMAU i>X, *REScQUENCED ELEMENT NUMBERS AND D A T A VALUES*, / / )
IF( INFUrt.Ey.l) KP IT t i b f ^ ' tO ) ( ( I .WPT ( I ) ) , 1=1 , NNODE )
1F( INFOR.EQ.2) hK lTE(6 ,240 ) ( i 1 ,CEN TR ( I ) ) , I = 1 ,NELMT )













SUtiRUOTINt XYSCAL(NOMPT,XPT fYPT iWPTfRAOPT t NUMELfNOD£ i tNODE2 f
lNOL>E3,NLiOE4,CENTR)
*** TO DETERMINE MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS QF THE DATUM SURFACE
ANU RENOilbER ELEMENT GRID POINTS.
*** ti D A T A IS SCALED IN SUBROUTINE SCALEW
COMMON/ KOUNT/ NNGUE .NELMT .NNOEST-, NELE-ST
COMMON/ CONTRL/ IKFOR.KGECM, KOATAt KS IGN.KPLOT , XORGN, YORGN,
IPSCALEt I S C A L E . W M A G t ICNTR,XLHI,NXLAB,XLAB(101tNYLA8,YLA8(10)
COMMON/ SEGNCE/ IRESEQ
CGMMUN/SIZEXY/ XM IN IMf XMAXIMt YMIN IM . YMAXI M, XSPACE , Y SPACE
DIMENSION NUMPTJ 1) ,XPT( 1) , Y^TI 1) ~, W P T ( 1) tRADPTi 1 J , NUMEL( 1> ,
iNOUtlil) f iMUOE2( 1) ,NGDE3(1) ,NGOE4i 1) ,CENTR(L i
DIMENSION NOPTI4J










X M A X I M
YMiLNlM
Y M A X I M
00 iiO
= X P T t l J
= X P T ( 1)
= Y P T t l l
= Y P T l i)
i=ltNNODE
( D.LT.XMIMM) XMINIM
(l) .GT. X M A X I M ) X M A X I M
1F( Y P T i II .LT.YMiNIMJ YMINIM
1FI Y P T ( D .GT .YMAXIMJ Y M A X I M
CONTINUE
IFl IRticU.NE.l) GC TO 700
XPTUJ
XPTiU
YPJ ( I J
Y P J T ( I )
*** TO RENUMBER ELEMENT NODES
UU ouO l=L fNELMT
NDPT('l) = NOUEKIJ
NDPK2* = NODE2< I)
NDPTI3) = NODE3(1)
NOPU4J = NOUt4( I j
00 603 J-U4
riJj.EU.OJ GO TO 605
610 K=1,NNUOE
lFiNUrtPT(K).Ew.NCPT( J) )
b!5 iF(j.E=<.LJ NOUEKI) = K
iFU.tJ.2J NODE2(I) = K






i\iDPT ( Jl tNUMEL(







END OF X Y S C A L
ELEMENT *,I10t* NOT IN USER DATA*)
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SUBROUTINE S C A L E W { w P T , C t N T R J
C
U *** THIS SUBROUTINE SCALES fe D A T A
C
COMMUN/.KUUNI/ KNGUE.NELKT.NNDESTjNELEST
COMMON/ CUNT RL/ 1NFOR ,KGEGM, KOATA=, K.S IGN, K.PLOT , XORGN, YGRGN,
IP SCALc, ISCALE,V.MAG,ICNTR f XLHT,NXLAb f XLAB{ 10 > ,NYLA8, YLAB ( 10)
COMMON/ S A V t V / W M A G S , ICNTRS
DIMENSION w P T { 1) ,CENTRl 1)
GO TO (1UO, Z O O ) 1NFGR
C
C *** FOR NGuAL DATA
C
100 CONTINUE
WMIN = W P T l i J
W M A X « « P T ( 1 J
DO 120 1 - 1 , N N U D £
I F t r t P T t i J . L T . W M 1 N ) h M I N - W P T ( I )
I F i w P T l I) . G T . W M A X ) MAX = w P T ( l )
CONTINUE
*61G •= A d S ( U M I N )
I F ( A b S ( « M A X ) . G T . h B I G ) w B t G =
V.RANG = A t t S ( W M A X - h M I N )
121 FORMAT ( 1X , / / / , 5X , *MAXIMUM VALUE OF DATA =* , E20. 8 , 10X, *M1NI MUM VA.LU
IE OF D A T A =*,E2G..8)
GO TU ( L^0t l60 f 18C) iSCALE
1-tO CONTINUE
W M A G = WMAGS





I F ( L E X P . L T . O J L6XP = LEXP-1
IF(LEXP.EQ.Oi GG TO 161
rtMAG = W M A G S / < 10.0**LEXPJ
161 CONTINUE
CINT = W R A N G / F L O A T 1 ICNTRS)
GO ro aoo
iao CONTINUE
IFUMAGS.LT.2.0) 333 t334333 WRl r E l o , 3 3 i > i




WRANG = W K A N G * W M A G
CINT = w k A N G / F L C A T i l C N T R S )
600 CALL 1NTRVL(C1NT,1CNTR)
190 CONTINUt
»»hl TE(6,I22) WMAGt lCNTR
122 FORMAT! IX, / / / , 5X,**MAG =* ,E20. 8,10Xt *.ICNTR =*,I6)
GO TU 300
C




APPENDIX C - Continued
CMIN = CtNTRdJ
CMAX = CENTRi U
00 220 l^l.NELMT
IFlCENTRt 1) .LT.CMIN) CMIN = CENTRi I)
If (CENTR( IJ.GT .CfcAX) CMAX = CENTK1U
l F ( A a S ( C M A X ) . G T . C 8 I G J CBIt i= A 8 S < C M A X )
CHANG = ABMCMAX-CMIN)
22U LGN11NUE
r t k i rE(o , l21J C M A X f C M I N
GU TU (240,260 t 280) ISCALE
240 CONTINUE
wMAG = w'MAGS





IFtLtXP.LI.OJ LtXP = LEXP-1
IPjLcXP.EQ.OJ GU TO 261
WMAG = nMAGS/( 10.0**LEXP)
261 CONTINUE
CHANG = CHANG*WHAG





CINT = C R A N G / F L O A T t ICNTRSJ
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S U B R O U T I N E I N T R V L i C t N T , I C N T R )
C




I f I C 1 N T . L T . C U P ) 166,167
16o I C N T R = 1*UO**I ) /10
GQ TG 140
167 C Q N T l N u t
CUP - 3 .5*<1G.G**1) /10 .0
I F ( C I N T . L I . C U P ) 166,169
166 I C N T R = 2*(10**I)/10
GU ro 140
169 C U N T l N U c
CUP = 7.5*(10.C**I J /10 .0
I F i C I ^ r . L T . C U P ) 170,171




w R I T E ( 6 , 1 7 3 J
175 f - G f i H A U l A , / / / , 3 X , * S U R R y , CCMGUR I N T h R V A L NOT FUUNO, CHECK INPUT:*)





APPENDIX C - Continued
SOBROUTINE ENCLOS(NOMPTtXPT,YPT,WPT,RWOPT- f NUMELtNaDEl tNODE2f
iNUDc3,NGOE4,CENTRJ
C
C *** TO CALCULATE ENCLOSED ANGLES AROUND NODE POINTS
C
COMMON/ KOONT/ NNOCE , NELHT , NNOEST, NELEST
DIMENSION NOMPTdJ , XPT i I ) , Y PI ( 1 J t WPT I 1 ) , RADPT ( 1 ) , NUMEL { 1),
lNCOEim,NODE2l 1 ) ,NOOE3 11 ) ,NOOE4( 1) ,CENTR(U
DIMENSION XX13 ) , V Y I 3 ) , Wk> I 3 ) ,RRA013)
DO ^5 I-=1,NNOEST
25 R A D P T d J = 0.0
DO 500 1-l.NELMT
NDi = NOOEli I)
ND2 = NODE2UJ
iMD3 = NODE311J
ND-+ = NUDE4( I )
X X ( 1 ) = XPTINOI )
Y Y ( 1 ) = YHT(ND1J
X X 1 2 ) = XPHND2J
Y Y ( 2 ) = YPT INU2)
X X ( J ) = XPT(NU3J
Y Y ( 3 J = YPKND3J
CALL A K C U N D ( X X f Y Y t R K A U )
R A O P T ( N O l ) = R A C P T ( N 0 1 ) + R R A U ( 1 )
RADPr< ; \ lD2J - RADPKNU2) +RKAD12)
R A O P T ( i M D 3 ) = RADPT(MJ3J+RRAD13)
I F ( N u 4 . t g . O ) GU TO 505
X X ( 2 J = X P T ( N O ^ )
Y Y ( 2 J = Y P T ( N U ^ )
CALL A R C U N O l X X f Y Y ,RRAD)





T E S T -= 2.0*PI-EPSIL
DO 600 l=l,NNODE
I F ( K A D P T ( 1) . LT .TESTJ 60i t602
601 CONTINUE
RADPUi ) = 1.0
GO TO oJO
602 CONTINUE
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SObROOf l iME A R O O N D l X t Y f R A D )
C
C *** DETERMINES A SPECIFIED CORNER ANGLE OF AN ELEMENT
C
DIMENSION X<3) ,Y(3J ,RAD(3)
ULNE = SQKTUxm-X(2n**2+(YO)-Y(2) i**2)
OTwu = SQRTUX(3)-X< lM**2+(Y(3).rY(l) )**2)
OTRI = SwRTUX(<>)-X( 1) 1**2+IY(2)-Y( 11 1<=*2J
CDS! = lurnG**2+CTKI**2-GONE**2)/<2.0*OTWO*OTRU
CGS2 = iUONt**2*OTRl**2-UTWC**2l/(2.0*OUNe*OTRII
K A U ( i J - ACUMCCSi )
* = A C U S ( C C S 2 )
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iNE W N O O E ( N U M P T , X P T , Y P r f w P T t K A D P T , N U M E L , N O D E l , N O D E 2 i
lNUDt3tNJJOE4,CENTR)
C
C *** FOR PLOTTING NODAL C A T A
C
CUMMUN/KUUNT/ NNGOE , NELMT, NMDfcST^NELEST
COMMON/ CUiMTRL/ I NFCR rKGEGM , KCA TAt KS IGN.KPLOT , XORGN, YOKGNt
I P S C A L t t i S C A L t . w M A G t ICNTR , XLHT . NXll AB t XLAtH 10) . NYLAB , YLA8 1 10)
01 MEN Si UN NUMPTU) , X P T ( l ) , Y P T { l ) *WPI( 1) ,RADPT( i ) fNUMEU U,
INuUEH 1) ,iNiUOE2(l) , NODE 34 l ) fNOD£4t 1) f CENTR( I)
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SUBROUTINE WELMTi NUMPT , XPT , Y P T f WPT , RAOPT , NUMEL , NODE 1 fNODE2 ,
INUUtJfNODE^tCENTR)
C
C *** FOR PLOTTING ELEMENT DATA
C
COMMON /KUUNT/ NNCUE , NtL KT
 f NNOESTt NELEST
COMMON/ CUNTRL/ INFORt KGEOM, KCATAt KS1GN,KPLOT» XORGNf YORGNt
iPi>CALE, I SCALE, WMAG, ICNTR
 f XLHT t NXLAB f XLAtK 10 J t NYLABt YLAB ( 101
UIMENSiUiM NUMPT ( D.XPTIU ,YPT( 1J*WPT( U.KAUPTd) , NUMEL ( 1) ,





C *** TU UtTERMlNE ELEMENTS CCNNECTED TO NODE I
C
IMKEEP = 0
uO 300 J= i fNELMT
NUiAvm = NODEKJJ
N D S A V J 2 ) = N O O E 2 J J )
) ~ NUDE3UJ
) = NUOE'ilJJ
DG !>0i5 JJ = li^
IF l r t uSAVt jj) .Eg.I ) 510ti>05




IF tNKEcP .EQ.OJ GC TO 100
C
C *** C A L C U L A T E INFUKM/iTICM FOR CENTRUiU OF EACH CONNECTED ELEMENT
C
00 550 K=1,NKEEF
IOUM - N E L { K J
ND1 = NUOEK IDUM)
N02 = NODE2UL/UM)
NOJ - NbOE3( I D O W )
ND<* - NCOt'+l iUOM J
IF(ND^.EQ.O) 56Cf561
560 CONTINUE
= U P T < N 0 1 ) * X P T ( N D 2 J * X P T ( N 0 3 J ) /3.0
GO TO 565
5ol CONTINUE
XltO = U P T ( N D l ) t X P T ( N 0 2 J * X P T { N D 3 J + X P T ( N U 4 J )/4.0
Y ( N ) = (YPT<N01J+YPT(N02 )+YPHM)3 . ' )+YPT{N04 ) J/4.0
5c»5 CONTINUE
XDIST = X i K ) - X P T ( I )
Y O I S f - Y ( K ) - Y P T ( 1 J
R C K J = SQKT(XOI ;>T* *2 * -YU IS I * *2 )
i F i X O l S T . E Q . O . O . A N D . YD I ST.GE. O.OJ ANGU) = Pi/2.0
IF( X O I S T . E W . O . O . A N O . Y D i S T . L T . O . O ) . A N G ( K ) = 3.0*PI/2.0
IF iXDISI .NE.O.O) A N G I K ) = ATAN2UD 1ST , XU1 ST )
IF IANG(K) . L T . O . C J A N G ( K ) = ANG <M +2 .0*P I
550 CONTINUE
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c
t *** TO REORDER I N F C R K A T I C N IN ORDER 13F I N C R E A S I N G ANGLE
C
IF(NKE£P.Ei).U GO TO 60C
DO 570 K=1,NKEEP
KK = NKEEP-K
DO 570 J=l fKK
IF(ANu(J)-ANG(J + U) 570,570,575
575 TEMPI = ANG(J )
I T E M P 2 = N E L ( J )
TEMP3 = XUi
TEMP4 = Y ( J )
TEMPS = R (J )
ANGUJ = ANG(J-H)
NEL(J) = NELiJ + U
X ( J ) - XIJ+U
YU) = Y(J*1J
R(J ) = KU+i)
ANGiJ+iJ - TEMPI
NEUJ+U = ITEMH2
XU + l) = TEMP3





C *** TO CALCULATE W E I G H T E D A V E R A G E AT NODE POINT
C
DENOM = 0.0
00 b lO K = l , N K t f c P
O E N O M = D t N O M + l . O / H t K )
O i O C O N T I N U E
w P T H - J = 0 . 0
00 015 K=1,NKEEP
WEIGHT = ll.O/R(K) j/DENCM
lUUM = NELtKJ
W P f d i = W P T ( U + W E I G H T * C E N T R ( IOUMJ
o!5 CONTINUE
C
Q *#* TO PLOT CONTOURS AROUND POINT
C
IFlNKEtP.EQ.lJ GO TO 625
XX(1) -= X P T I I )




IF(K.tU.NKEEPJ 12 = 1
iF {RADPT( i ) .EU .C .O I 660,650
*** TO CHECK CONNECTIV ITY OF CENTROIDS ABOUT A BOUNDARY POINT
650 CONTINUE
IDUM = NELdlJ
JDUM - NEL( 12) :
I S A V t i) = NODE II 1CUMI , .
I S A V ( 2 ) = NODE2( ICUM)
I S A V O J = NODE31 ICUM)
I S A V l ^ J = NODE41IDUMJ
J S A V ( l ) - NODEHJUUMJ
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JSAV12) •= i\iOut2( JDUMJ
J S A V O ) = NODE'JUCUMJ
J S A V 1 4 ) = NUUt^tJOUM)
00 obi U I = l t 4
I F d S A V C I m.fcu.O.OR.JSAVUlU.EU.I) GO TO 651
L)U 652 JJJ=1»4
ih ( J5AV{JJJ ) .Cw .O .UK .JSAVCJJJ ) .EU . l> Gu TO 652





X X ( 2 i = XU1J
Y Y ( 2 J = Y l IU
iUUM ~ NELi11)
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SUBROUTINE TRIN(XG,YG,WG)
C
£ *** PLOTS CONTOUR LIAES WITHIN A GW&N TRIANGLE
C
COMMON/ CONTRL/ I I\FOR ,KGEOM, KCATAt KS IGN, KPLOT , XORGN, YORGN,
iP,SCALi:, iSCALE,WMAG, I CNTR , XLHT ,NXLAB , XLAB I 10 I
 f NYL A8 , YLAB { 10)
DIMENSION XG(3) ,YG(3),WGt3)
DIMENSION X<3) t Y(.3)t W(3)
DIMENSION XPNT(3) tYPNT(3)
C
C *** TO SCALE w DATA BEFCRE PLOTTING
C
DO 10 I = 1 1 3
X I I ) = X G U J / P S C A L E
Y l l ) = F L O A T ( K S I G N ) * Y G ( i J / P S C A L E
10 LuiMTINUE
C




IF(wd) .LT.w'MiNJ hMIN = W(N
If (wi i> .GT.wMAX) 'rtMAX = w(I)
20 CONTINUE
C




1F( JDUM.GT.O) ISTHT - JCUP+ICNTR
IFUUuM.Lc.O) ISTRT = JDUM
IFiFLUATiJDUMJ .Ett.WMIN) ISTRT = JDUM
IDUM = WMAX/ICNTR
JOUM = IDUM*ICNTR
IF(JJUM.GE.O) ISIOP = JCUM
IF( JOUM.LT.O) 1STOP = JDUM-ICNTR
IMFLUA.ri JUUMJ .EG.vuMAXJ ISTCP = JDUM
IF( ISTuP.i.T.ISTRTi GO TC 10CO
C







DO 100 I=1STRT ,ISTOP,ICNTR
WCONST - FLOAT (I)
1CNT = 0
DEN = <ill)-M(3J
1F( UtN.Ew.O.OJ GO TO 120
XLI = (WCOi\ iST-* t3J) / i i iEN
1F( ALl .Gt. tLOW.ANO.XLl.LE.tCPJ L10, 120
110 ICNT = ICNT-H
A P N T ( I C i N T ) - XLI*XI 1J*-I 1.0-XLI)*X(3J
YPNTUCNT) = XLl*Y( l )* i l .O-XLI )*Y,13)
120 CONTINUE
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UtN = rt 13)-W(2J
IF(UEN.E!j.O.O) GC TO 140
XLM = (wCCNST-W(2))/0EN
IFlXLM.GL-.tLOrt.ANC.XLM.Lt.EUP) 130f 140
130 ICNT = iCNT>l
XHNHIC.NT) - { 1.0-XLM)*X12)*XLM*XI3)
Y P N T ( I C N T ) = (1.0-XLM)*Y(2J+XLM*Y.13J
140 CONTlNUt
DEN - * ( 2 ) - W ( 1 J
1FI UEN.tu.0.0) G(J TO 16C
XLJ = { *CONST-*(1) ) /DfcN
l i- lXi-J.Gfc.ELOw.AND.XLj.Lt.EOP) 150t-160
150 ICNT = ICNT+l
XPNTUCNTJ = < i ,0-XLJ)*XU>+XLJ*Xt2)
Y P N K I C N T J = ( 1.0-XLJ)*YU)*XLJ*r.(2)
160 CONTINUE
1F( ICNf.LE.l) GO TO 100
IFl lCNr.fcti.2) GO TO 160
IMAbS lxPNTt U - X P N T ( 2 ) ) . L T . A L L O W - A N D .
170 CONTINUE
X P N T 1 2 ) = X P N T ( 3 )
Y P N T ( 2 ) = Y P N T 1 3 )
laO CGiNiTiNuE
CALL CALPLTIXPNKU IYPNTI i) .3)
CALL CALPLT ( X P N T ( 2 J » Y P N T ( 2 ) t 2 J
CALL CALPLT IXPNT (2) , Y P N T ( 2 J ,3)
IF (NXLAb.EQ.G) GC TO 3UC
I t - lA t iS (XPNTl I J - X P N T 1 2 J ) .LT.ALLOWJ: GQ TO 300
UO Jlu K=1,NXLA8
XLAoEL = XLAbl lO/PSCALE
t l - lXPNI ( lKLE.XLAtJEL.AND.XPrvT(2) ,GE.XLAaELi GO TO 350
lFUPiMTi2;.i.c.XLAfiEi.AA)O.XPMU>*G£.XLAB£LJ GO TO 350
GO TO 310
350 CONTINUE
X S J K T = XLABtL
V S T R T = YPNT11 ) + { Y P N T ( 2 ) - Y P N T ( l U * ( X L A B E L - X P N T J 1) J/
H X P N T ( 2 J - X P N T ( U J
Y S T R T = Y S T R T - X L h T / 2 . 0
IF(A3i l V S A ¥ h - Y S T R T ) , L T . X L H T ) GO TO 310
V S A V c = Y 5 T R T
CALL NUMBER ( xs TK T , YSTRT, XLHT,WCONST,O.O,-D
310 CONTINUE
300 CONTINUE
if INYLAb.tW.U) GC TO 40C
IFlAbM Y P N T ( 1 J - Y P N T 1 2 ) J . LT .ALLOWj GO TO 400
00 410 K=1,NYLAB
YLAdtL = FLOAT I KS IGN J*YLAB( K) /PSCALE
1F( YPNT(l).LE.YLAt3ELJ.AND.YPKT(2)*GE.YLAbEL) GC TO 450
IF( YPNT(2 J..LE. YL AbEL .ANO. YPNT ( 1 J » GE . YLAdEL ) GO TO 450
GO TU 410
YSTRT = YLAbEL
XiTRT = XPNT(1)+(XPNT(2)-XPNT(1)J*IYLABEL-YPNT( 1) J/
U YPNT12)-YPNT( 1) )
XSIRT = XSTRT+XLhT/2.0
IFIAB^( VSAVQ-XSTRTJ.LT.XLHT) GO TO 410
ViAVE = XSTRT
CALL NUMBER { XS TRT , YS IRT , XLHT , KCONST , VG.O ,- 1)
410 CONTINUE
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300 C O N T I N U E
R E T U R N
END UF T R I N
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SUBRUUMNt BOONO(fvUMPT,>PT,YPT. ,WPT,RAUPT,NUMtLfNOIJEi ,NOUE2,
LNOOc3, iN iOOc4 tCENTRJ
C
C *** PLOTS bUUNOARY OF STRUCTURE ANU LABELS CONTOUR LINES
C
CUrtMUN/KOuNT/ NNCCEtNEL*T,NNL!EST^NELEST
COMMON /CONTRL/ I NFOR ,KGECM , KOATA-, KSlGNf KPLOT , XORGNt YORGNt
l P S C A L E , l S C A L E i wl",AG, 1CNTR , XLhT , NXLAB , XL AB( 10 J , NYLABf YLA8 ( 10)
J I HEN Si ON N U M P U II t XPT I 1 ) , Y P T ( 1) , wP T( 1 J . R A O P T U ) , NOMEU 1)
 t
I N U O E i m , N O O E 2 ( 1) , NODE 3 ( 1 ) t J \OOE4< I) , C E N T R ( l )
D I M E N S I O N N O ( i )
 f N O C O N t i>0 f 2 J
U l M E N S i G N XX (3 J t Y Y ( 3 J f MM 13)
C
C *** EXAMINE ALL- E L t f E N T CONNECT ICNS AND AUU 1.0 TO RAUPTS WHEN TViO
C *** NUDES ARE CONNECTED WHICH H A V E RAUPT . NE .0. 0. ALSO FLAG
C *** ELEMENTS CUNTAlMNii SUCH CCKNECMONS 6Y MAKING NUMEL N E G A T I V E .
C
00 40u l= l ,NELMT
NOi l i = N O O E l l I J
N U ( < d J = N O D E 2 1 1)
N0( 3) = N O D E 3 C I)
N 0 ( 5 ) = N O O E K I t
00 ^10 J = l i 4
K = NJ(J)
I F i i s . E w . O ) GO TO 40C
L = N O ( J + 1 I
i H ( L . E w . O ) L = NC( J*2J
I F t R A O P T C K ) . N E . O . O . A N D . R A O P T ( L ) . N E . O . O ) ^ 1 1
•ti l C O N T I N U E '
R A u P T I i O = R A U P T ( K J + 1 . 0
R A u P T l L J - R A O P T ( L ) + i . O
IF(NOMEL( i J.GT.O) NUMEL(I) = -NUMEL ( I >
tlO CONTINUE
40U CONTINUE
C ' ' ' •
C *** EXAMINE ALL- ELEMENTS AND SAVE ALL CONNECTIONS WITH BOTH
C *** ENDS HAVING RAOPT.GE.4.0 IN NOCON.
C
NPOSS =0
U O 4 2 0 I = l t N E L M T
I F t N U M E L i n . G T . O I GO TO 420
N u l L i = N O O E l l I J
N 0 4 2 J - N O O E 2 1 l i
NOi 31 = N O D E 3 1 I )
N D i - t l = NOOE^i I J '
N U ( i i J = N O U E K I j
00 ^30 J = l f 4 •
K = NUiJJ ' '
I F t K . E Q . G ) GO TO 420
L = N D i J + U
I F I L . E U . O ) L = NDU + 2)
I F ( R A O P n K ) . b E . 4 . C . A N O . R A O P T ( L J . G E . 4 . 0 ) 431 1 430
^31 C O N T I N U E • •
iF(NPOSS.E(j.!>0) GC TO 430
NPOSS = NPOSS* 1
NOCCN( NPOSS t 1) = K
NOCONiNPOSSt2J = L • .
430 CONTINUE
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420 CuNI INUt
C
C *** CHECK. POSSlbLc NG CONNECTS ANU SAVL ANY MATCHfcU PAIRS
C •
NBAU = 0
IFtNPOiS.UE.l J GO 10 4/0
I END = NPOSS-i
UO 430 l=l,IEND
JGU - i *i ,
JEND = NPOSS
OU 460 J=JGO,JENC
IFiNOCUNl i ,1) . EU.NOCGM J,l J . AND.NOCON (I , 2 ) . EQ .NQCON ( J , 2 ) J
iGU TO t61
IFlNuCUNt if 1) .EQ.NGCUNt Jf2) . AND. NOCON ( I , i } .EQ.NGCON ( J
 t i ) )









iflNuMEUl) -GT.O) GO TO 100
NUl 1) = NUOEK I i
N0( 2J - NCDE2t i )
NDl 3J = NODE3( I)
NU14) = NOUE4U)
ND15J = NUUEK 1)
DO i»0 J = lt4
K = NO(J)
IFlK.Ew.O) GO TO 100
L = NOU-m
IFiL.EQ.O) L = KDJJ+2)




lf(J.G..n 10UM = J-l
IFU.tw.l) IUOM = 3
NAUX = NDUOOMJ
*** TO PLuT BOUNDARY LINES
IF(NtJAU.EQ.O) GO TO 40
DO 30 JJ = ifNBAC
!F(iMDl.Ey.NUCUN( JJ,l).AND.NC2.Eg,NOCONUJt2) ) GO TO 50







CALL C A L P L T ( X I , Y 1 , 3 J
CALL C A L P L F U 2 , Y 2 , 2 J
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*** JQ PLOT CONTOUR LINES TC EDGE OF ELEMENT DATA PLOTS
*xm =
Y Y U J = YPUNDIJ
V»rt (U - W P T t N U U
X X 1 2 J = XPTIND2)
Y Y i 2 ) = Y P T C N D 2 )
Nl = IMJ(U
N2 = NU(2)
N3 = N U ( 3 )
Nt = NUi-tJ
I F U M ^ . t G . C ) 910
910 O O N T I N U t
XCtNT = (XPT(N1J+XPHN2J*XPT{N3H/3 .0
YCtixiT = ( Y P T I N 1 ) + Y P T ( M 2 ) * Y P T ( N 3 J J / 3 . 0
Go TU 950
920 CONTINUE








C *** TU LABEL CONTOUR LINES
C
w P T ( N D 2 ) =
IF(^PI (NU1) . E Q . w P T ( N D 2 J t GO TO 666
WMIN = w P T l N D l )
I F l w P T ( M ) l ) . G T . h P T ( N D 2 ) ) U M A X = « / P T t N U l )
1 F U P T 1 N U 2 ) . L T . h P T t N O U ) W M I N = H P T I N D 2 J
JL5UM = IUOM*ICNTR
IF( JOUM.GF.Oj 1STRT = JCUM+-ICNTR
IFl JOUM.LE.O) ISTRT = JDUM
IMFLOAH JDUMJ .EG.wMIN) ISTRT = JUUH
IUUM = WMAX/ICNTR • . • ,
JDUM = IDUM*ICNIR
IFi JtlUM.oE.O) ISTOP = JDUM
IF( JtiuM.LT.O) ISTOP = JDOK-ICNTR
IMFLUATl JDUM) .EQ.WMAX) ISTUP = JDUM
L(-( liluP.LT. ISTRT) GO TU 666
YLINc = l.GE+20
XLiNt = I.Oc+20
IF(XPT( IML l2J -XPT iKD. l J .N t .O .O) YLINE = YP T ( ND 1 ) *• ( YPTl NU2)-YPT (NU1 ) )
i * ( X P r ( N A U X ) - X P T < N D l ) ) / ( X P T ( N L ) 2 } - X P T l N O D )
iF( Y P T t M ) 2 i - - Y P T 4 M J I ) . N E . O . O ) XLiNE = XPT { NO 1 ) * ( X P T ( ND2 J-XPT ( ND I ) )
1* ( Y P T i N A U X J - Y P T l N C U )/ ( VPT ( ND2J-yPT ( NU 1) )
X D I S T - XPT iNAUX j -XL INE
Y U I S T - YPHNAUXj-YLINE
T H E T A = 0.0
IMAclS( Y U I S I / X D I S T ) .LT.1.0) THETA = 90.0
X S A V t = 1.0E*20
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YSAVE = l.GE+20
DO 600 JJ = ISTRTt ISTOP,ICNTR
wCONST = FLOAT(JJ)
IF< WCONST.LT .WMIN.OR.WCCNST.GI .WMAXJ GO TO 600
X = XPT{NDlH- lXPT(ND2J-XPT(NOimiWCONST-WPT(NDlM
/ (MPT(ND2J-WPrUCl ) J
X = X / P S C A L E
Y = YPTINDDM YPnND2) -YPT lND l ) ) * lWCONST-WPT<NDl ) )
Y = FLJATlKSIGN)*Y/PSCALt
DO 650 IG = I, 10
IL 'UM = 10** JG
IFUAeS(JJ) .LT. IDUM) c 5 5 f 6 5 C
ND1G = IG




IFlTHErA.EQ.O.O) GO TO 670
IFlTHETA.Eg.90.OJ .GO TO 6dO
670 CONTINUE • •
1F(ABSIYSAVE-YJ .LE.XLHTJ GO TO 600
YrtUM = Y-XLHT/2.C
IFIXDIST.LE.O.OJ XNUM - X+ ( t . 0/7. 0) *XLHT
IF(XOlSr.GT .0.0) XNUM = X- ( t .0/7. 0 ) *XLHT* FLOAT (NDIG*-! 1
YSAVE = Y
GO TO o.90 I
680 CONTINUE I
IFiABSi ASAVE-X) .LE.XLHTJ GO TO 600
XNUM = X*-XLHT/2.0
1F( YDliT.LE.0.0) YNUM = Y+ ( 6 . 0/7,0) *XLHT
IFiYUIST.GT.O.O) YNUM = Y- ( b . 0/7» 0) *XLHT*FLOAT ( NO IG+1!
XSAVE. = X / ' - -
690 CONTINUE







^ *** jo RESTORE RAOPT OF BOUNDARY POINTS TO 1.0
C *** ANO NUMEL TO POSITIVE VALUE.
C
UO 310 I=ltiMNUDfc
1F(RAUPT( 1) .GT.O.CJ RADPT(I) = 1.0
JlO CuNTINUE
UO 315 I-liNELHT
NUMtLll) = IABSINUMEL( I) )
'CONTINUE • • •
HE TURN
END OF BOUND: . - . .
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APPENDIX C - Continued
SUBROUTINE; L AYOUI ( NPLOT , NUMP T , XPT ,YPT , V.PT,RAuPT , NUMEL , NOD El , NOUE2t
1NOOE3,NUDE4,CENTRJ
C




IP SCALE, I S C A L E . w M A G , I C N T R , X L h F , N X L A 6 , X L A B { 1 0 } , N Y L A B , Y L A B ( 1 0 )
DIMENSION NUMPTt 1) , XPT ( U.YPTm.r tPT l l ) , R A D P T ( L i ,NUMEL{ L) ,
INUJEli H ,i\!ODt2l 1) ,N(JDE3(1),NODE44 1) ,C fcNTR( 1)
C *** TO MAKE ALL GRID POINT NUMBERS N&GATIVE
DO 4^0 l-l,NNUuE
NUMP1 ( 1 J = -NUMPTd )
CONTINUE
UO 100 l = l , N t L M T
= N O D E H I)
CONNECTED BY ELEMENTS POSITIVE
X P T I N U 1 J / P S C A L E
X P r ( N U 2 ) / P S C A L E
X P T ( N U 3 i / P S C A L E
FLUAT(KS loN. ) *YPT(N01) /PSCALE
F L O A T ( K S I G M * Y P T ( N 0 2 ) / P S C A L E
F L O A T t K S l G N ] * Y P T ( N U 3 ) / P S C A L E








TC NUrtbER fRt ANGLES
XCENT = (X1*X2+X3)/3
YCENT = ( Yi*-Y2*Y3)/3.0
X = XC£NT-(6.0/7.C)*XLHT
Y ^ YCENT-XLHT/2 .C






NU't = NOUE^t I }
*** TO MANE ALL GRID POINT NUMBERS
N U M P I C N O U = I ABS(NUMPHNUU)
= I A B S ( N U N I P T ( N 0 2 ) )




















lFtNPLUT.NE.3) GC TO 350











(F(NFLUr.NE.2J GC TO 450
C *** TO NUMBER GKID fCINTS
UU ^00 i=l,NNUDE
IFtiMUMPK II..LE.Q) GO TO 400
X = X P f ( l ) / P S C A L E + G . 5 * X L r i I
V = f -LQAnKSIGN)*>HHi ) /PSC/>L£«-0 .5*XLHT








INPUT DATA FOR OBLIQUE ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION OF EXAMPLE PROBLEM
FLAT PLATt UNDER UNIFORM PRESSURE - OBLIQUE ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTIONS
SUPTION

























PQUAui 1 1 0.01 1 8.333E-91
+ G A R Y 1






P L O A D 2
PLOAD2
P L O A D 2
G R O S E T
GRIu
G R I D
G R I D
G R I D
G R I D
G R I D
G R I D
G R I D
G R I D
G R I D
G R I D
G R I D
G R I D
G R I D
G R I D
G R I D
G R I D
G R I D
G R I D
G R I D
G R I U
G R I D







































































T H R U
T H R U
T H R U
T H R U
































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX D - Continued






• C O N T -
















































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX D - Concluded
$PICT
 - '* PHI = 20.0, THETA = 0.0, PS I = 10.0,




INPUT DATA FOR CONTOUR PLOT OF EXAMPLE PROBLEM
FLAT PLATE UNDER UNIFORM PRESSURE - CONTOUR PLOT
$GPTION











































































































































































































































































































(BLANK CARD)$ P I C T
PSCALE = 2.0,













































































































= 5.0, NYLAb = It YLABl l ) = 5.0
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APPENDIX F
LISTING OF CONTOUR PROGRAM OUTPUT FOR EXAMPLE PROBLEM





























































































































































































































































































































































































OATA TO BE PLGTItO
















These items appear to the











































































APPENDIX F - Concluded
X L H T = 0.15E+00,
N X L A B = It
XLAB = 0.5E+01, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0* .0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
NYLAb = It
YLAB - 0.5t+01, J.O, O.C, 0.0, O.Ot .O.Ot 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
KOUt = 0 ,
SEND
MAXIMUM VALUE OP DATA = 1.3245'tOOCE + O't MINIMUM VALUE OF DATA = 0.
niMAi, = 7.5^97<*087E-03 ICNTR = 10
124
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(b) Displacements represented by vectors.
Figure 9.- Oblique orthographic projections of a simply supported,
square, flat plate under uniform pressure.
134
Figure 10.- Contour plot of a simply supported, square,
flat plate under uniform pressure.
135
k(xk,yk,zk)
A,- = area of Ajkp
A: = area of A kip
Ak = area of Aijp
A = area of Aijk
Figure 11.- Diagram showing subareas of a triangle required to
locate its incenter p by using area coordinates.
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( Start program MAIN >-
-o
Call INITAL to set default values
and read NAMELIST OPTION
ACall GEOM1, GEOM2, or GEOM9 \
\ to read geometry input data deck /
/Call,ZEROD to initialize \
\ all displacements to zero /
/ Call DATA1, DATA2, or DATA9 to \




Call DSCALE to determine \
scale factor for displacements /
I
Call BOUND to determine maximum
dimensions of model to be plotted
Call ROTAT to calculate
coefficients of rotation matrix
Call PLOT which uses XYSCAL, XPLOD,
and GARROW to generate plots
/ Call NDLET to annotate \




(Call PSTOP to terminate plots
z
/ DOCMNT contains \
\ user documentation /
-( Read title card for run )
Set pointers to allocate
storage in blank COMMON
\
/
-( PNTOUT prints geometry data
/ Read case identification
\ card if IDCASE £ 0
\
/
/ PNTOUT prints data \
\ to be plotted /
Call CCRT1 to change
values in NAMELIST PICT,
< Call CCRT2 to change KODE>
/ Call CCRT3 to put EOF \
\ on plot vector file /
( End program MAIN )
Figure 12.- Flow chart for program which generates oblique-orthographic-projection plots.
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( Start program MAIN )-
Call INITAL to set default values
and read NAMELIST OPTION
/ Call GEOM1, GEOM2, or GEOM9 \
\ to read geometry input data deck /
;
Call XYSCAL to .determine boundsX
of datum surface and renumber \
element grid points /
Call ENCLOS which uses





ROW to initialize all
be plotted to zero
\
/
/ Call DATA1, DATA2, or DATA9 . \
\ to read deck of data to be plotted /
( Read NAMELIST PICl)
/Call SCALEW which uses INTRVl/
(. to scale data to be plotted and
\determinecontourinterval . /
/Call POINTS, WNODE, or






P.STQP to terminate plots )-
/ DOCMNT contains \
\ user documentation /
-( Read title card for run )
_/ Set pointers to allocate \
\ storage in-blank COMMON /




i ^  0 /
_/ PNTOUT prints data \
\ to be plotted /
/ Call CCRT1 to change \
"\values in NAMELIST PICT/
-( Call CCRT2 to change KODE )
Call CCRD to put EOF




{ End program A/IAIN )
Figure 13-- Flow chart for program which generates contour plots.
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